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Foreword

CPCS – Delivering Expectations

CPCS was formed in 2003 and devised to recognise competence for plant operators. A fundamental element of the Scheme is the test of core skills and knowledge, which is delivered by CPCS testers.

CPCS has maintained its position as the leading plant certification scheme because of the core standards, and the accompanying quality assurance processes through NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel.

The construction sector, who have expectations of CPCS, buy into the standards and quality assurance of the Scheme. My colleagues and I on the CPCS Management Committee have expectations of NOCN Job Cards who develop the standards, and administer and manage the Scheme on a daily basis. Our working groups devise the technical standards for the categories and have expectations of the Scheme to deliver and ensure those standards are met as devised by them. Through NOCN Job Cards, the Management Committee have expectations that those delivering the tests have the experience, skills and ability to deliver tests and ensure that candidates meet the required standards.

The Management Committee acknowledge that the performance of CPCS Testers is key to the quality of those standards expected of CPCS and recognise that for testers to perform their duties effectively and maintain standards, we need to provide an effective tester-based support programme. Upon our request, a new support programme was devised and effective from August 2013, with the production of this Approved Code of Delivery as an essential tool providing the clarification and guidance of the scheme rules, and underpins processes that are essential to the effective delivery of CPCS Technical Tests and Assessments.

This Approved Code of Delivery has been designed to be fully supportive in nature for testers and we expect that they fully utilise and follow the guidance contained within, which assists them in carrying out their duties. In return, testers have the assurance from the Management Committee that we will ensure that the support programme for testers is and remains fit-for-purpose. The support programme and this accompanying document, we are confident, will maintain CPCS as the benchmark plant certification scheme for the construction and allied sectors.

Trevor Gamble MBE

CPCS Management Committee Chairman
### Professional code of conduct

The Professional Code of Conduct sets out and explains the appropriate standards of professional conduct and practice that CPCS requires of all registered Testers.

It should be adopted at the point of scheme membership, demonstrated at all times, and retained even under pressure.
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A1 Introduction

Membership of the scheme as a Tester is a recognised benchmark of professionalism within the field of skills assurance for plant operations. CPCS is renowned within the construction and allied sectors in providing, through certification, an assurance of skills through skills and knowledge testing, along with the application of skills and knowledge in the workplace measured by workplace assessed competence qualifications. Assurance of skills and knowledge is determined by CPCS Testers against given standards, and who judge the performance of candidates. CPCS sets high standards for Testers and requires a firm commitment to professional conduct and continuous professional development.

The Professional Code of Conduct (PCC) is constructed around four fundamental principles.

- Professional behaviour
- Professional competence
- Ethical standards and integrity
- Representative of CPCS

This Professional Code of Conduct should be adopted at the point of scheme membership, demonstrated at all times, and retained even under pressure.

1. The process of applying to become a CPCS Tester requires an agreement to comply with the Terms and Conditions, and the Terms and Conditions include a commitment to behaving in an appropriate professional manner.

   **Terms and Conditions for holding a Tester card**

   For further information refer to section B1 of the Scheme Booklet for Testers

   A CPCS Tester must conduct themselves in an appropriate professional manner so as not to bring NOCN Job Cards or CPCS into disrepute.

2. The Professional Code of Conduct sets out and explains the appropriate standards of professional conduct and practice that CPCS requires of all registered Testers.

3. The Professional Code of Conduct relates to all activities undertaken by a Tester in association with the scheme. For example, whether talking to potential customers, delivering tests, talking to cardholders, meeting with NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel and so on.

4. Membership to CPCS as a Tester commits the cardholder to upholding and maintaining these standards. This in turn is dependent on agreement to comply with all reasonable requests that might be made to investigate alleged breaches of the principles of the code.

A2 Professional behaviour

A CPCS Tester should:

5. accept responsibility for their own professional actions, decisions and appearance

6. apply good standards of timekeeping, allowing sufficient time for preparation to ensure compliance with all relevant sections of the CPCS Approved Code of Delivery

7. apply high standards of relevance, accuracy and timeliness in the information and feedback that they provide

8. recognise and show empathy for the abilities of others, show patience, and adapt approach to accommodate all situations

9. apply an impartial and unbiased judgment of an individual's performance against given CPCS standards

10. communicate effectively and confidently, both verbally and in writing

11. build, maintain and develop individual and business relationships based on confidence, trust and respect

12. take reasonable care of their own health and safety and that of anyone else who is affected by their acts or omissions, and co-operate with their employer in matters of health and safety.
**Unacceptable CPCS Tester behaviour (this list is not exhaustive)**

- Aggressive or confrontational behaviour (for example physical abuse, verbal abuse (loud speech or shouting including tone of voice, inappropriate emails, letters, voicemail or texts).)
- Allowing prior knowledge of a candidate to influence the outcome of the test. (for example the candidate has not passed a previous test).
- Using or referring to CPCS Tester status outside of CPCS activities.
- Delivering a test where there is a conflict of interest.
- Denigrating the scheme, components of the scheme or associated NOCN Job Cards personnel (for example direct criticism of a theory test question, inappropriate comments about NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel including any other staff involved with CPCS activities).
- Disclosing details about the performance of a previous candidate’s performance and their test results.
- Lack of awareness of recent changes to scheme documentation (for example changes/updates to CPCS test or assessment specifications).
- Delivering CPCS tests or assessments not in accordance with the CPCS Approved Code of Delivery.
- Rushing through a test (for example asking theory test question too quickly and hurrying candidates during a practical test).
- Insufficient planning to deliver tests on time and not allowing time for candidate feedback and completion of documentation.

**A3 Professional competence**

A CPCS Tester should maintain and improve professional and occupational knowledge and competence including:

13. maintain up-to-date knowledge of the construction industry, and any other relevant industries to categories held on the CPCS Tester card

14. maintain up-to-date knowledge of all relevant health and safety legislation, codes of practice and other regulations that apply whilst conducting CPCS activities

15. ensure practical skills and associated knowledge relevant to categories and/or endorsements held on the CPCS Tester card are maintained to industry standards

16. participate in periodical professional development and educational activities

17. ensure that relevant certificates are kept in date (for example first aid certificate) and available for inspection to CPCS staff

18. be medically fit to undertake the activities associated with the role.

A structured approach to learning will help ensure continuing competence. This could include attending seminars, briefings, manufacturer product updates and Tester CPD course.

**A4 Representative of CPCS**

A CPCS Tester should:

19. promote CPCS in a positive and constructive manner

20. carry their card when delivering tests or assessments, and make it available when requested by CPCS or other parties

21. only refer to their CPCS Tester status when engaged in promoting or delivering CPCS activities.
A5 Ethical standards and integrity

A CPCS Tester should:

22. be polite, respectful, considerate and honest
23. act to ensure fairness, inclusion and respect so that all are treated with dignity
24. respect confidentiality and the privacy of others, and ensure the safeguarding of all confidential personal data associated with the delivery of tests or assessments
25. ensure that their professional judgment is not improperly influenced nor could be perceived as being improperly influenced, by either their own or others self-interest
26. declare any conflict of interest to those parties affected and either remove its cause, or withdraw from that situation.

A6 Conflicts arising through testing and assessment processes

A conflict is a situation where through either a single element or a combination of elements means that differences and disputes can occur at varying levels. Causes of conflicts are many and are based on differences in or the effects of various factors. These can include styles, rules, policies, personalities, perceptions, goals, resources, misunderstanding, communication, values for competition.

The nature of the testing and assessment process can create conflicts between a tester and a candidate, or an employer, their test centre, other testers, NOCN Job Cards, relatives of a candidate etc. This will be compounded when a candidate’s expectations of the testing process and their own perception of abilities are not matched by their performance, from which disputes do arise.

The wellbeing of the tester can rest with successful conflict management, with a key skill of conflict management being changing a negative situation into a positive one.

The results of an escalated conflict can have detrimental effects on clients, employers, their test centre and the candidate; this can also affect the future business of both the tester and the test centre and also affect the reputation of CPCS.

A CPCS Tester should:

27. manage conflictual situations and minimise escalation of grievances and protests by conducting themselves in a professional manner
28. not inflame or add fire to a situation
29. be aware of their test centres policy on disputes and appeals
30. consult with their test centre on any required conflict management training
31. minimise any conflictual situation by adhering to the good practices and advice contained within this document.
APPENDIX A: Medical fitness for operating plant

32. Safely and effectively operating plant and equipment requires a degree of dexterity, alertness, understanding as well as other traits such as effective vision and hearing for many categories.

33. Medical fitness relates to health issues around occupational effectiveness and is defined as physically and mentally capable of undertaking the tasks that an individual is required to carry out. This is in addition to safety issues created by the work environment e.g. working in dusty conditions.

34. An operational assessment should be devised against the relevant category of plant for testing purposes and candidates undertaking the practical test should be advised prior to the test day of conditions where a degree of fitness - for - work would be required to be successful on the test. Examples include:

- Sufficient visual acuity (with corrected vision if required) to accurately carry out the activities expected in the time available
- Hear with sufficient acuity (with hearing aids if required) to be given instructions and react to warnings
- Climbing ladders to degree required to access / egress operating positions of plant to height
- Walking, bending, looking, accessing covers etc. when carrying out pre - start checks
- Moving or lifting loads such as accessories to the degree required for preparation work
- Ability to exit restricted worksite spaces or cabs in an emergency;
- Accurately control the item of plant using standard manufacturer - fitted controls

35. Where issues relating to fitness to operate the item of plant to effectively undertake the test may become apparent, advice relating to the required medical fitness should be sought from the employer or other.

36. Where candidates have a disability, APPENDIX G: Practical test delivery for candidates with disabilities provides further information.

37. Where the effects of drugs or alcohol may be suspected, testers should consult with their test centre to determine appropriate measures.

38. The Strategic Forum Plant Safety Group has been working in conjunction with the Health and Safety Executive, UK Contractors Group, Constructing Better Health, Occupational Health providers and others to draw up new guidance aimed specifically at the management of medical fitness issues for persons operating plant. The Good Practice Guide was published in February 2013.

**Strategic Forum for Construction Plant Safety Group - Medical Fitness for Operating Plant**

For further information on this subject please visit the CPA website at:

http://cpa.uk.net/p/Medical-Fitness-for-Operating-Plant/
Delivery of the theory test

The CPCS Theory Test is part of the Technical Test. It has been set by CPCS to measure the candidate's level of theoretical knowledge and understanding as well as covering topics not always tested within the practical test.

The CPCS Theory Test must be delivered by a CPCS Tester.
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B1 Introduction

The CPCS Theory Test is a core element of the Scheme.

The CPCS Theory Test should be delivered in accordance with the following procedures.

- Candidate arrival: Informal meet and greet (this does not have to be recorded or take place in the test room).
- Test induction: Overview of test protocols and the first recorded phase of the test.
- Test delivery: Questions asked by the Tester and answered by candidate.
- Test completion: Result given alongside appropriate feedback on performance.

The CPCS category Appointed Person (A61) has a written theory test, and so requires differences in delivery. All references in this section relate solely to the verbal theory tests. Further specific information is provided in APPENDIX E: Further information on Appointed Person (A61) theory test delivery.

There is also an advanced theory test which is aimed at Testers that also requires differences in delivery. All references in this section relate solely to the standard theory tests. Further specific information is provided in APPENDIX F: Further information on advanced theory test delivery.

B2 What is a CPCS Theory Test?

The CPCS Theory Test is a core element of the Scheme.

1. The purpose of the CPCS Theory Test is to measure the candidate's level of theoretical knowledge and understanding as well as covering topics not always tested within the practical test.
2. The candidate must have passed the appropriate CITB Health, safety and environment test prior to attempting the theory test.
3. There is a theory test for each category. For categories with endorsements, the test is applicable to all endorsements.
4. The theory test incorporates a set number of questions relating to:
   - specific category and environment related health and safety
   - operator's rights and responsibilities
   - pre-start checks
   - use of the operator's manual
   - category specific preparation, operating and shut down requirements.
5. Theory tests are delivered verbally. This technique of questioning allows flexibility of the test and the opportunity for both the Tester and candidate to express themselves in a way that allows mutual understanding of both the question and the given answer.
6. Theory tests are conducted on a one-to-one basis between the candidate and the Tester.
7. Theory Tests can be delivered on-centre or off-centre depending on the category.
8. There are a defined maximum number of marks available for each question.
9. There are mandatory questions within the theory test (currently only in Telescopic handler test (A17)).
10. The candidate is required to achieve the mandatory question(s) and 80% to pass the theory test.
11. The candidate must achieve the minimum pass mark (including any mandatory questions) to progress to the practical test.
12. There is a guideline duration for the test, please refer to the Theory Test Q&A bank for all guideline durations.
13. CPCS quality assures the delivery of the test. A test may be:
   - attended by NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel who will observe the delivery of the test
   - reviewed retrospectively by NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel by listening to the audio and/or video recording
   - videoed at the request of CPCS. If CPCS has requested that the test is videoed the candidate must allow this to take place or the achievement will not be deemed as valid for a card application.
B3 What is required to deliver a theory test?

A theory test must be delivered in an appropriate room, be audio recorded, and use the appropriate question papers. If these elements are not in place the test should not take place.

Appropriate room

14. The theory test must be conducted in a room that meets the standards set by the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres. This should be the designated room at a Test Site or, for off-centre categories, in a room that meets the same standards.

Theory test room requirements

As defined in Section 3.3.6 of the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres

A CPCS Test Site must have a clean and tidy designated building or structure with a segregated room to carry out the CPCS Theory Tests that complies with current legislation requirements and CPCS criteria below:

- Room of sufficient size to accommodate all individuals associated with the process including a table and chairs that are maintained in good order and free from hazards (for example sufficient size to accommodate all individuals that may be associated with the process i.e. CPCS Tester, candidate, NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel and interpreter (where applicable).
- Adequate room lighting
- Adequate room ventilation
- Adequate heating and/or cooling to maintain appropriate room temperature (in accordance with current legislation)
- No signage or material in the room that could assist the Candidate during the test
- Room set up in such a way that no interruptions are experienced (e.g. printer in the corner of the room or thoroughfare use, e.g. toilets only accessible through the room).

15. Whilst the Test Centre is responsible for maintaining Test Site theory test rooms, the Tester must ensure that the room meets the requirements. The Tester should therefore ensure that they arrive at the room with sufficient time to complete checks and take any appropriate remedial action. If carrying out an off-centre test, it is down to the Tester to ensure the room is appropriate and prepared for the activity.

Supporting material

16. To enable the candidate to answer specific theory test questions, the candidate must be provided with the manufacturer’s operators manual relevant to the category.

17. A manual should be provided by the Tester, and it must not be marked up to disclose the pertinent information.

18. However, if the candidate wishes to use their own manual, alternate questions must be asked to ensure that the candidate can seek information unaided.

19. The Tester must ensure that all relevant documentation is made available for each category i.e. lifting capacity charts etc.

Audio recording equipment

20. The theory test must be recorded as required in the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres.

Audio recording equipment requirements

As defined in Section 3.2.7.9 of the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres

Audio equipment able to record in a compressed digital audio format, e.g. MP3 (>128kb/s), WMA (>128kb/s) to record theory tests.

Note: Individuals (excluding CPCS Testers, NOCN Job Cards personnel and when instructed support staff) are not permitted to take into the test room any books, laptops, audio players, cameras or videoing devices with or without internet or data storage capacities.
Theory test question papers

21. The theory test questions are published on the CPCS website. They have deliberately been made available to the candidate to review in advance when preparing for their test.

22. A copy of the selected theory test question paper can be made available to the candidate during the test, but it must be retrieved by the Tester at the end of the test before the candidate exits the test room.

23. The candidate can use the question papers on the CPCS website to research the answers and prepare for their test.

24. The questions may change, and so candidates and Testers should always ensure that they are working from the latest set of documentation.

25. If there is a concern as to the validity or currency of any of the test content, this feedback must be provided to CPCS.

Any feedback in relation to the test content, (for example relating to currency, validity or appropriateness), this should be provided to CPCS at product@jobcards.org, copying in the local NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel.

Theory test question and answer papers

26. There is a set of model answers available for each test, to ensure that candidate responses are measured against a common standard. These question and answer papers are solely for use by the Tester.

Question and answer papers must never be provided to candidates. The candidate may not choose which version of the question paper is to be used. They must not be released into the public domain through any medium. This will lead to sanctions.

27. The question and answer papers are provided to Test Centres electronically.

28. There are a number of different variations of question and answer papers to be used during test delivery (which present the questions in different orders), to ensure elements of randomisation across delivery. Testers must alternate the question papers particularly where candidates work for the same employer. Candidates cannot choose which version of the question and answer paper is to be used and NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel may if necessary; instruct the Tester which variant to use.

29. The Test Centre is responsible for providing an appropriate copy of the question and answer paper to the Testers to use in the test.

30. If there is a computer available, the Tester may use an electronic version into which marks can be recorded, if this is not possible the Tester can take a printed copy into the test.

The benefits of using electronic question and answer papers

Electronic question papers offer the following benefits.

- The mark can be entered into the question and answer paper – and it will automatically total the candidate’s mark and determine whether the candidate has achieved or not achieved.

- The question and answer paper can be electronically passed back to the Test Centre who can save it into their storage systems.

Hints and tips on using the electronic question and answer paper.

- Open the template question and answer file allocated for the candidate.

- Save a local copy using a reference code specific to the candidate approved by the Test Centre.

- At the end of the test ensure that the candidate specific copy is made available to the Test Centre for filing.

Sign-off Sheet

31. There is a generic Sign-off Sheet (applicable to all categories) onto which the result must be recorded along with feedback to the candidate, any specific comments in relation to running of the test (for example if additional time allowed) and which the candidate and Tester must sign. The Tester must add their own
initials to the end of their comments made in the Tester feedback section and also request that the candidate does the same (if the candidate has made any comments).

32. If candidate chooses not to sign the Sign-off Sheet the Tester must write in the comments box that the candidate refused to sign and the reason why.

**Duration**

33. There is guideline duration for the completion of the theory test, please refer to the Theory Test Q&A bank for all guideline durations. However, the Tester has flexibility to allow the test to extend beyond the specific guideline duration if they are confident that the candidate will be able to complete the test. It would be highly unlikely that an extension would be given for over 25% of the guideline duration. The reason(s) for an extension must be stated during the audio recording and written onto the Sign-off Sheet.

34. There are a number of categories which have an extended number of questions, for example A49 Loader/Securer and for which extra time may need to be allocated i.e. 1 hour and 15 minutes.

35. Where combined question papers have been provided, for example A25/26 and A42/43 extra time may need to be allocated i.e. 1 hour and 15 minutes.

36. It is accepted that when an interpreter is being used an extension should be applied. Up to double the time should be allowed. Further information on delivering a theory test with an interpreter is outlined in F2 Impact on a theory test.

37. There should be an appropriate working timing device within the test room.
B4 Planning and preparing to deliver a theory test

The process of getting ready is an important factor towards the successful delivery of a theory test, and the following elements need to be considered:

- resources required
- needs of the candidate
- standards defined by CPCS.

38. Sufficient time should be allowed to ensure that all the resources required are prepared prior to the start time of the test.

39. It is important to consider what may happen, and to ensure that prepared for any eventuality.

40. It is important to ensure that sufficient consideration is given to scheduling of tests during a day to ensure effective delivery, for example meals and comfort breaks.

CPCS does not specify how many tests can be delivered in one day. However, an individual Tester shall not undertake so many tests during the course of a single day as to compromise the integrity of the test process, or the Testers well-being.

Checklist of actions to ensure full preparation to deliver a theory test

In advance
- Receive from the Test Centre the details of the test that is to take place, including the name of the candidate, candidate reference, test location, date and start time, category, test reference (this is best delivered through a copy of the notification from CPCS-ON).
- Talk to the Test Centre to determine whether the candidate has any known specific or special needs that might impact on test delivery, and to determine any reasonable adjustments that could be made to ensure fair and equal treatment.
- If an interpreter is to be used, check the specific additional criteria which is outlined in Section F: Use of an interpreter.
- Ask whether there is another activity booked immediately afterwards in the same room, in case additional time is required.
- Allow sufficient travel time to arrive at the test location in order to complete necessary preparations.

Documentation
- Review the latest version of the question and answer paper.
- Gather any necessary supporting information, such as the manufacturer’s instructions or operator’s handbook.
- Prepare the question and answer paper (either printed copy to hand, or a locally saved electronic version) by completing the Basic Details Section. Note: The start time entered should be the actual start time and NOT the notified start time if different.
- Print out the matching question only paper in case the candidate would like a copy.
- Print out, and prepare a Sign-off Sheet.
- Prepare any scripts that may be required to support delivery of the test.
- Have available a pen and notepaper.

At the test venue
- Review the site emergency procedures.
- Review welfare facilities to ensure working and fit for purpose, and ensure appropriate steps are taken to redress any issues.

At the test room
- Check the room to ensure that it meets the Scheme requirements, and ensure appropriate steps are taken to redress any issues.
- If planning to use the electronic question and answer paper, check computer equipment and the test paper to ensure functioning correctly.
- Trial the audio recording equipment, check it is working and has sufficient capacity.
- Check that the timing device is available and in working order.
- Confirm that own mobile phone/device is turned off or on silent.
**B5 Candidate arrival**

The candidate should be welcomed on arrival, but this task may be completed by staff other than the Tester if there are resources available to do so.

41. The candidate should be made welcome on arrival and be provided with sufficient information about the venue and test process to enable them to prepare for the test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checklist for candidate arrival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On arrival the candidate should be informed of the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Location of welfare facilities (for example toilets).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Emergency procedures and any planned drills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Notes cannot be taken into the test room.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Mobile phones/devices should be turned off (or placed on silent), placed in full view on the table, and only then used in the case of an emergency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ An audio recording of the test will be made but that they will be told when the recording commences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

42. The candidate should be asked whether they have any known specific or special needs. For example If they need anything else before beginning the test, such as their reading glasses or medication, they should take action prior to the start to minimise the risk of stopping the test once it has started. The Tester must then take steps to ensure that they understood and that adequate support (reasonable adjustments) and guidance is provided to ensure fair and equal treatment. The appropriate NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel must be informed if adjustments are made, and a record made on the Sign-off Sheet.

**B6 Theory test induction**

The candidate should receive an induction that sets out all the information that they need to enable them to commence the test and understand what is to come, and who is involved.

43. The test induction is a formal part of the test session that should be recorded prior to the start of the test.

44. The induction must include core elements that cover the following points:

- Confirmation of the details relating to tester, candidate, venue, test and date details.
- Identities check using documentation that includes a photograph and signature.
- A full induction to the test itself, and how it will be delivered.
Assess the candidate's needs and tailor the test induction appropriately

If a candidate is retaking a test or taking additional tests for further categories within a short period of time, repetition of the test protocols may add little value. In these circumstances a candidate can choose to waive the right to this element of the induction.

45. A full script is provided which contains the information that a candidate should be expected to be provided with during an induction.
SCRIPT - Theory test induction

Tester and Test Details

- I can confirm that the audio recording has now started.
- My full name is ………………… and my Tester number is ………………….
- Also present is the NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel ………………… (if applicable)
- The Test Centre is ………………… and reference number is …………………. (state name and reference number).
- The date is ………………… the time is ………………… am/pm.
- The test is being conducted at ……………………………… (name of Test site location).
- The category is ………………… (state the name and reference code for the category).
- The question paper number is …… and the version number/date is ………………… (this is the number and date in the footer of the test paper).
- The test reference number is …………………

To read out if an interpreter is being used

- An Interpreter is being used for today’s test and the test will be translated in ……………… (state language being used).

To be read out by the Interpreter (if applicable)

- My full name is …………………

To be read out by the candidate

- My full name is …………………… and my CPCS registration/CITB Health safety and environment test number is …………………

Confirmation

- I am now checking the candidate’s identity documentation and I have been shown their ………………… and can confirm that the photograph is a true likeness.
- I am now asking the candidate to confirm that they have turned any mobile phones/devices to silent or turned them off, and to place them in full view on the table and refrain from using them until test is complete, unless there is an emergency.
- Have you attended a theory test recently? Are you comfortable with the protocols for delivering the test? If not, then I will take you through the full theory test induction.

Test induction (for those candidates who require it)

- The CPCS Theory Test is part of the CPCS Technical Test. It has been set by CPCS to check underpinning knowledge and understanding directly related to a CPCS category in instance the category is …………………. The test incorporates questions relating to:
  - specific category and environment related health and safety
  - operators’ roles and responsibilities
  - pre-start checks
  - use of the manufacturer’s operators’ manual
  - category-specific preparation, operating and shut-down requirements.
The theory test has guideline duration of ........ minutes, but there is the option to take slightly longer at my discretion.

The test will work as follows.
- It will include ........ questions that relate to this category which is ............... 
- For each question, I will advise you of the question number, confirm the maximum mark available and then read out the question.
- There is a minimum achievement mark for this test, which is .................

If there is a Mandatory Question also read the following
- This category includes mandatory questions which do not have a maximum mark but must be answered correctly therefore while you could achieve the minimum mark mentioned above if you answer the mandatory question incorrectly this test will be resulted as Not Achieved.

Note: If the candidate does not answer the Mandatory Questions correctly this does not mean that the test should be terminated; all other questions should be asked.

Test induction (for those candidates who require it) - Continued
- I can repeat questions if you would like me to – just ask.
- You will be required to find answers to some questions using an Operator’s Manual – and it is here on the table.
- You are expected to attempt each question, but you do have the option to ‘pass’ and we will then return to the question at the end of the test if there is still time available. However, if you have attempted to answer the question you cannot then choose ‘pass’ it and it will be marked accordingly.
- There are no distractor questions and they have not been designed to mislead candidates.
- I will accept answers provided, but may follow up with an additional question to help draw out further understanding, but I will not indicate whether your answer was correct.
- I will then inform you of the mark awarded, and record it onto the question and answer paper.
- No feedback will be provided during the test as to reasons for the mark awarded, but there will be a full feedback session at the end of the test when any issues can be discussed.
  - There is the possibility that NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel may arrive at any point to monitor this test.

Confirmation to proceed to test
- Would you now please confirm that you would like to continue on and commence the test?
- If no: the candidate has declined and therefore does not wish to go ahead and sit the test. This test session has therefore now finished and this test will be resulted as not achieved.
- If yes: The test is now starting at .......... am/pm.

B7 Theory test delivery
The aim of the scheme is to establish a national standard against which the performance of all candidates will be measured. The Tester is responsible for ensuring that the test is delivered consistently, reliably and transparently. The same criteria should be applied to any candidate taking any test at any Centre.

46. The delivery of the test should see the candidate being asked all of the questions contained within the theory test. The test should be completed in full, giving the opportunity for the candidate to answer (attempt) and/or pass (not attempt) on all of the questions, time permitting. The test can only be stopped if the candidate instructs the Tester that they wish to stop. The Tester must not promote or encourage the candidate to stop.

   **Note:** If a candidate decides not to attempt all of the questions, runs out of time and/or stops the test part way through but the minimum mark has been met (including achieving on any mandatory questions, if applicable), then the Tester should result the test as 'Achieved'.

47. The questions have been written in a language that is technically correct. However, it is recognised that some questions can be interpreted in another way, and that terminology can differ.

**Start time of test**

48. The test starts at the point that the induction is complete.

49. The Tester must not start a test before the notified time unless the Test Centre has been given authorisation which has been approved by NOCN Job Cards/CPCS.

50. If the actual start time of the test was different to the notified time, this must be recorded on the Sign-off Sheet.

**Asking the questions**

51. How you ask a question is important in that not only is it delivered correctly, but also results in an answer that satisfies the knowledge and understanding you are seeking. Further guidance is provided in **APPENDIX C: Questioning techniques**

52. The question number should be read out, followed by the marks available and then the question as written in the question and answer paper.

53. Questions may be repeated on request by the candidate.

54. Questions may be re-phrased to aid comprehension and to replace terminology that is applicable to the type of machine or industry.

55. When the question contains more than one part, the whole of the question should be read out and then each part repeated in turn, allowing the candidate to answer after each part.

56. The candidate should be allowed time to think and consider their answer.

57. Some questions use abbreviations of common words such as ROPS, FOPS, PUWER, LOLER, BS and so on. This is intentional as this is how they are frequently referred to within various sectors of industry, and can be stated phonetically (i.e. Low-lah for LOLER).

58. If the manufacturer’s operator’s manual does not include references which enable the published question to be answered, a different question of the same level can be substituted to enable the candidate to demonstrate that they are able to effectively use such documentation.

59. Particular questions are designed to check understanding of legal requirements when driving plant on the public highway. Further guidance is provided in **APPENDIX B: Further information on questions relating to driving or use of plant on public highways**

**Answering the questions**

60. Should the candidate instruct the Tester that they wish to ‘pass’ on a question, this should be recorded as ‘not attempted’ for the audio recording. All questions that were not attempted must be returned to at the end of the test if there is still time available (for example if the candidate is within the allocated time for the test which may include any extensions of time beyond the guideline duration).
Definition of the terms used in the question and answer papers

- Answers that end with **etc.** mean that there may be numerous answers that are relevant but have not been listed.
- Answers that have words that are **CAPITALISED** mean particular words are key and need to be part of the candidate’s answer (or an equivalent word e.g. significant or major) to achieve the full mark.

Scoring a candidate’s answers

61. The question and answer papers display model answers as well as the maximum marks available.

62. The available mark against each question relates to the importance of the question. Safety critical areas and areas of responsibility tend to carry a higher mark than other core machine specific questions, and this is reflected in the maximum mark available. Where there is a mandatory question the maximum marks available will be denoted by an ‘M’ in the column.

63. The accuracy, depth and integrity of the candidate’s answer must be judged and marks apportioned accordingly.

64. The CPCS model answer is only an outline of the minimum expected and is what would normally be expected relating to operating the category in the construction or allied sectors. It is not comprehensive nor can cover all possibilities. Other answers beyond the model answer may be accepted if considered to be correct in the light of experience and knowledge.

65. The questions are designed to be proportionally marked (for example, if there are six available marks, four marks may be awarded depending on the candidate’s answer).

How to judge the appropriate score for a candidate answer

- Where the candidate needs to understand their responsibilities under legislation and there are three marks available, if there are:
  - three items listed in the model answer a tendency would be to award one mark per each correct answer
  - six items listed in the model answers a tendency would be to award ½ marks per correct answer.
- Where there is a question that has two parts, usually where there is a ‘what’ and ‘why’, the ‘why’ (the understanding of ‘what’) should receive a higher proportion of the available mark.
- Where there is a single question worth six marks, this suggests a strategically important topic, and so the accuracy and depth of understanding should determine the mark awarded.
- Where the candidate’s response replicates exactly, or is very near to the model answer, understanding may not be fully or partially evident (for example the candidate may have learnt an answer by memorisation but with limited underlying understanding). The candidate should be asked to justify their answer by asking ‘why’ or ‘how’, or to expand their answer. If the candidate can provide no further supporting evidence of understanding, the full mark against the question need not be given.

66. Once the question has been attempted the candidate’s answer must be accepted as final, the mark awarded stated and recorded onto the question and answer paper, without indicating success or failure.

67. If a candidate has chosen to pass on a question this should be recorded on the question and answer paper.

68. If a candidate has clearly demonstrated a gap in their knowledge, this should be clearly recorded on the Sign-off sheet so that feedback can be provided at the end of the test.
Examples of poor practice in question delivery

- Offering a running total of the score, as this may stress the candidate.
- Accepting a weak answer, without probing to see if the candidate has the required knowledge or understanding.
- Giving full marks to an incomplete, poor or incorrect answer.
- Asking leading follow up questions to guide the candidate to the right answer, for example “You said x, but think about y”.
- Behaving in a disrespectful manner, for example, interrupting an answer or tapping fingers on the table.
- Merely repeating the question again in response to a candidate clarification request.
- Not rewording or rephrasing the question if the candidate cannot answer the question.
- Giving the candidate a poor mark on a question, without making a note and offering constructive feedback at the end of the test.
- Failing to check that the manufacturer’s operator’s manual is not marked up in such a way that the answer to the question is apparent.
- Asking the prescribed question when the candidate uses their own manufacturer’s instruction book.

B8 Theory test completion

The Tester is responsible for ensuring that the candidate is presented with their result, and feedback on their performance, in a constructive manner. This should enable them to continue their development, and to progress through the scheme.

69. The candidate’s scores must be totaled and recorded in the Marks Awarded box on the question and answer paper along with their overall result.
   - If the candidate has scored 80% or above and correctly answered the mandatory question (if applicable) they have met the required standard and will be recorded as ‘Achieved’.
   - If the candidate has scored 80% or above and incorrectly answered the mandatory question (if applicable) they have not met the required standard and will be recorded as ‘Not Achieved’.
   - If the candidate has scored less than 80% they have not met the required standard and will be recorded as ‘Not achieved’.

70. The candidate must be verbally informed of the following.
   - Test completion, how long it has taken, the total awarded marks and the result.
   - Feedback on areas where they did not perform well. This should be clear and constructive to identify the candidate’s level of knowledge and understanding, including any areas that require improvement.
   - Next steps for continuing or progressing within the scheme.
   - Offered an opportunity to provide feedback on the delivery of the test.
   - That there is a Sign-off Sheet which will document their result and feedback, and that they will be provided with a copy from the Test Centre within five working days.

71. The Sign-off Sheet must be fully completed including:
   - Any concessions agreed including extension of time, by NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel must be recorded in the Tester feedback box.
   - Any extension of time provided beyond the guideline duration must be recorded in the Tester feedback box.
   - If the actual start time of the test was different to the notified time, this must be recorded in the Tester feedback box.

Once the candidate has been informed of their test result, the result cannot be changed without the approval of NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel.
The Tester feedback box must be completed and signed by the Tester at end of their comments and before completing the Sign-off section confirming whether the candidate has Achieved or Not Achieved.

The Tester must encourage the candidate to complete the candidate feedback box and initial after any comments; although optional.

If the candidate chooses not to complete this box, the Tester must enter ‘No Comments’ and initial.

If the candidate chooses not to sign the Sign-off sheet the Tester must write in the candidate’s feedback box that the candidate refused to sign, the reason why and initial.

The Tester must check that the sign-off sheet has been completed in full before the candidate leaves the Theory Test room.

72. The audio recording can then be stopped.

73. The Tester must check that the test has been audio recorded. In the event that the audio recording has failed then the Tester must inform the Test Centre so that they may take appropriate action for the test to be re-taken by the candidate.

---

The test outcome, recording and completed documentation must be passed to the Test Centre by the end of the next Business Day so that the test can be resulted in accordance with Scheme requirements set out in the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres.

---

CPCS Technical Test Administration
As defined in Section 6 of the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres

6.4 CPCS Technical Test Sign-off Sheet
A Test Centre is responsible for ensuring that the CPCS Technical Test Grading and Sign-off Sheet is completed in accordance with the CPCS Theory Test Procedures contained in the current CPCS Approved Code of Delivery.

The CPCS Technical Test Sign-off Sheet must be signed by both the CPCS Tester and the candidate.

6.5 CPCS Technical Test results feedback
A Test Centre must (if requested) upon completion of the CPCS Technical Test, provide the candidate with a copy of the CPCS Technical Test Sign-off Sheet within five working days.

6.6 CPCS Technical Test results submission
A Test Centre must submit CPCS Technical Test results to CPCS by the end of the next Business Day. The only exception to this rule is for the Appointed Persons CPCS Standard Technical Test, where results must be submitted to CPCS within seven Business Days.
SCRIPT
Theory test completion for a candidate who has achieved

Overall result

• I can confirm that you have now completed the test, and it has lasted …… minutes.
• You achieved a total of …… marks out of a total of …… * and you answered the mandatory question correctly. This means that you have passed the test today, congratulations.
  * include if applicable

Feedback on candidate performance – minimum mark achieved

• Even though you have passed, there are certain areas where you failed to achieve all of the available marks, and in total for the test you dropped ……… accumulated marks and I will take you through these now. You should ensure that you fill these gaps in your knowledge as it is expected that you have the full breadth of knowledge to operate the machine.
• For example, in question …………… on …………… you failed to identify the following factor of ………………………
• I am documenting this feedback on the Sign-off Sheet.

Next Steps

• I have completed the Sign-off Sheet for you, which confirms your result and the feedback that we have discussed today.
• I would like you to counter-sign the Sign-off Sheet, as a record of your acceptance.
• A copy of the Sign-off Sheet which includes a feedback section will be sent to you by the Test Centre in the next few days.
• You now have six months to continue on and achieve the appropriate practical test, which will then entitle you to apply to have this category placed onto an operator card.
• Have you got any questions that you would like to ask me about what happens next or progression through the scheme?

Feedback on test experience

• I would welcome your comments on the overall test experience. Is there anything that could be improved?
• Thank you for your time today, I am now stopping the audio recording.
SCRIPT

Theory test completion for a candidate who has NOT achieved

Overall result
- I can confirm that you have now completed the test, and it has lasted …… minutes.

Choose which option suits the test result:

Option 1: Where minimum mark and/or mandatory questions are not met:
- You achieved a total of …… marks out of a total of …… * and you did not answer the mandatory question correctly. Regrettfully, this means that you have not met the test standard today.
  * include if applicable

Option 2: Where minimum mark achieved but mandatory question incorrect:
- You achieved a total of …… marks out of a total of …… However, you did not answer the mandatory question correctly. Regrettfully, this means that you have not met the test standard today.

Feedback on candidate performance
- I would like to share with you the areas where you didn’t achieve all of the available marks, in total for the test you dropped ……. accumulated marks and I will take you through these now and give feedback and suggestions as to how you could improve your performance.
- For example, in question …………… on …………… you failed to identify the following factor of ……………
- I am documenting this feedback on the Sign-off Sheet.

Handover of final paperwork
- I have completed the Sign-off Sheet for you, which confirms your result and the feedback that we have discussed today.
- I would like you to make any comments you feel are appropriate within this section of the sign-off sheet and tick the relevant box to confirm whether you agree or disagree with my feedback and then counter-sign the Sign-off Sheet, as a record of your acceptance.
- A copy of the Sign-off Sheet which includes a feedback section will be sent to you by the Test Centre in the next few days.

Next steps
- Unfortunately you cannot now proceed onto the appropriate practical test.
- You will need to re-attempt this theory test at a later date.
- For your information, there is an appeals process if you disagree with the test outcome.

Feedback on test experience
- I would welcome your comments on the overall test experience. Is there anything that could be improved?
- Thank you for your time today, I am now stopping the audio recording.
APPENDIX B: Further information on questions relating to driving or use of plant on public highways

74. Answers to questions relating to the driving or use of plant on the public highway, including the type of driving licence required, have been taken from official publications from DVLA and other approved bodies. Testers need to be fully acquainted with the mentioned documents and information sources.

**Sources of additional information**

- For more information on driving licences refer to Information for Drivers of Large Vehicles INF 52 issued by DVLA.
- For more information on works trucks refer to Department of Transport’s Information Sheet – Works Trucks.
- For further information regarding vehicles on the highway refer to www.direct.gov.uk/en/Motoring/DriverLicensing/index.htm

75. Answers to questions relating to driving on the highway have been sourced from the above documents as well as consultation with the DVLA, Plant-focused Associations and Police forces. However it is acknowledged by all that depending on the exact circumstances of operation and use, actual criteria could vary. However, answers supplied by CPCS are regarded as typical of normal plant operations.

76. The intent of asking these questions is to ensure that candidates know that they have responsibilities when driving and using plant on the public highway.
### APPENDIX C: Questioning techniques

Asking the candidate questions is the main method to use to find out whether or not the candidate has the necessary underpinning knowledge and understanding of tasks they are performing.

77. CPCS Theory Test questions have been written to enable the Tester to check a candidate’s knowledge and understanding. A Tester may rephrase a question to aid comprehension and to replace terminology that is applicable to the type of machine or industry.

78. The skill of the Tester is to extract key words of the question, create sub-questions and pose in such a manner that gives the candidate the chance to evaluate key words of the question and form a response. It also allows the candidate to justify their answer. This method can show that understanding has not only been demonstrated, but can be more easily recalled in the future.

79. Another method of ensuring understanding, where the candidate is unable to fully provide the answer, is for the Tester to create a familiar scenario, either through experience, role play or a ‘what if’ scenario. This method is particularly useful where the candidate is an experienced operator, and the Tester may use (the candidate’s) past experiences which again culminate in overall understanding for the particular question.

80. Here are some examples of different questioning techniques you can use and suggestions for when to use them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of question</th>
<th>Use when</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>You want to gain an overall impression, information or you are encouraging the candidate to speak.</td>
<td>'How do you check the engine oil level?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>You want confirmation or a yes or no answer.</td>
<td>'You checked the engine oil level on the machine, is that right?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probing</td>
<td>As a follow-up.</td>
<td>'What type of PPE would you wear?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prompt</td>
<td>If your candidate is nervous, is making obvious mistakes or seems completely blank.</td>
<td>'Is there anything else you would wish to add?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarifying</td>
<td>If you or the candidate is not clear about something.</td>
<td>Can you go over the procedure again? I'm not sure I understood everything'.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Remember …**

81. Don’t ask leading questions, or you could find yourself making wrong assumptions, or judging your own competence and not the candidate.
APPENDIX D: Giving constructive feedback

Constructive feedback is information specific, issue focused and based on behaviours observed during the test/assessment. It is therefore important that all candidates receive feedback on completion of their Test or Assessment whether Theory or Practical.

Effective feedback provides the basis for adjusting performance and enables you to recommend any remedial training.

82. The Tester must:
   - Give candidates feedback at an appropriate time and place i.e. at the end of the test or assessment.
   - Give candidates feedback in a constructive and encouraging way, which meets their needs.
   - Clearly explain your test/assessment decisions.
   - Advise candidates who have not achieved on how to develop further to meet the required standards.
   - Encourage candidates to give their feedback on the test process.

83. Candidates need feedback on their performance after every test or assessment. Here are some occasions when feedback is needed, and what to do.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedback is needed when…</th>
<th>What to do…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candidate performance does not meet the required standard.</td>
<td>Give feedback on the areas where the candidate has not met the standards and the reason why.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The candidate needs further development or training.</td>
<td>Identify the training needs of the candidate and recommend any remedial training.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| The candidate achieves the required standard.                                            | Brief the candidate how they did this by going through your observations explaining how they met the standard.  
|                                                                                         | Give advice on any areas of improvements needed.                                                     
|                                                                                         | Praise them for their efforts where they perform particularly well – for example, where performance goes beyond the requirements of the standards. |
APPENDIX E: Further information on Appointed Person (A61) theory test delivery

This appendix describes the adjustments that should be made to the delivery of the theory test for Appointed Person (A61). The A61 theory test, unlike other theory test, requires written answers to given questions and is not recorded electronically. The written papers will be marked separately and so the candidate will not be advised of their result on completion of the test.

What is a CPCS Appointed Person theory test

84. The test incorporates a set number of questions relating to:
   - Roles and responsibilities.
   - General and lifting operations specific Regulations and Legislation.
   - Codes of Practice.
   - Types and uses of lifting equipment.
   - Crane and load stability.
   - Pressures and loadings.
   - Communication types and requirements.
   - Lifting accessories types, functions and techniques.
   - Environmental issues.

85. The test requires written answers.

86. Up to eight candidates may be tested collectively.

87. The test is marked after completion and results will not be notified to the candidate until a later date.

88. As both the theory and practical elements are written, they can be completed in any order.

89. If a candidate achieves on the practical test but does not achieve on the theory they will only be required to re-take the theory test provided it is completed within six months on practical test achievement date.

Impact on resources required to deliver the test

90. The candidates must have a functioning blue or black pen, and spares must be available.

91. The test room must be of a sufficient size with:
   - a table and chair for each candidate (up to eight candidates)
   - adequate space separating each candidate (at least 1.25m)
   - candidates unable to see each other’s answer paper.

92. There is no requirement to audio record the test.

93. Resource materials as specified must be available for reference by candidates including (for a full list please refer to the test specification):
   - Individual copies of BS 7121 Parts 1, 2 and 3,

94. Question and answer papers act as a guide to the Tester marking the test and are not used during the actual test.

95. Sufficient paper must be provided for candidates to write their answers.
   Note: There are no specific template answer papers provided by CPCS.

Impact on test induction

96. The induction does not need to be recorded.

97. The element relating to the actual test should be modified to reflect the desktop nature of this theory test.

Impact on test delivery

98. The guideline duration is 1 hour and 15 minutes and the Tester is responsible for managing this effectively, with warnings given half way through the test and 10 minutes before the end.
99. If a candidate requests question clarification this may be offered, but this must not interrupt other candidates. However, the Tester must not lead a candidate to the answer, state the answer, imply an answer or in any way make the question so obvious that no check on retained knowledge has occurred.

100. The candidates must conduct themselves in an appropriate manner for a written test with no communication between candidates during the test.

101. If a candidate arrives late, they should not be allowed to join the session and disrupt the other candidates.

102. A candidate may choose to stop and finish their test at any time. They should raise their hand to gain the attention of the Tester, hand in their question paper and then leave the room with minimal interruption and impact on other candidates.

103. Candidates should remain in the room until they have completed their test. If they leave the test room their paper will be assumed to be complete and collected by the Tester for marking.

104. The test will be completed when the end time is reached, and candidates should be asked to stop writing.

105. All question papers and candidate answer papers should be collected. Once handed in answer papers must not be returned to the candidate for amendment.

**Impact on test completion**

106. The answer papers will be marked after completion of the test.

107. The answers given by the candidate must not be altered.

108. The Sign-off Sheet must be completed with written feedback and any concessions.

109. The answer papers and Sign-off Sheets must be submitted to the Test Centre to enable them to be resulted to CPCS within seven Business Days of completion of the test.

110. The candidate must receive the same information on completion of the test as for a standard test, but this can be delivered in written format.

---

### Examples of poor practice in Appointed Person theory test delivery

- ✗ Providing candidates with copies of the questions and answers in advance of the test.
- ✗ Allowing candidates that arrive late to join the session and disrupt the other candidates.
- ✗ Room set up that enables candidates to see each other’s answer papers.
- ✗ Candidates conferring and talking during the test.
- ✗ Candidates taking notes into the test room.
- ✗ Candidates being allowed to leave the room, and then return to continue with their test.
- ✗ Refusing to allow the candidate to use the reference materials specified.
- ✗ Answering candidate queries in a way that leads them to the answer.
- ✗ Altering a candidate’s answer when marking the test.
- ✗ Taking longer than seven days to return the marked tests and completed Sign-off sheets to the Test Centre.
APPENDIX F: Further information on advanced theory test delivery

There are also two levels of technical tests:

- Standard tests are designed for the attainment of Operator cards.
- Advanced tests are designed for the attainment of Tester cards but can be used towards CPCS Operator cards as well.

This section describes the adjustments that should be made to the delivery of the theory test, when it is an advanced theory test.

The advanced theory test operates in an identical manner to the standard theory test using the same question papers, but it has to be monitored, and the achievement mark is 100%.

What is a CPCS Advanced Theory Test

111. The advanced test is based on the same question bank as the standard theory test.

112. There is a pass mark of 100%. This is critical to ensure that those training and testing future operators fully understand the content and are able to articulate the answers.

113. The test must be monitored.

114. The candidate can progress onto the advanced practical test if they achieve a minimum of 80% (the pass mark for a standard theory test) although they will have to re-sit the theory test at a later date and achieve 100% to be able to apply for a Tester card.

Impact on resources required to deliver the test

115. There is no difference in resource requirements to the standard theory test. The same question and answer papers are used.

Impact on planning and preparation

116. The only difference to the standard theory test is the need to liaise with the NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel to ensure that they are able to attend and have all necessary details with regards any site specific peculiarities.

117. The Test Centre will ensure that the Record of Category Experience has been approved by the NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel in accordance with scheme requirements.

Note: The NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel will select the question paper number on the day of the test.

Impact on test induction

118. The test induction is the very similar to the standard theory test with only the following differences:
   - the minimum achievement mark needs to be explained as a threshold of 80% to progress to practical and 100% for achievement to be awarded
   - that NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel will be present and that they need to be introduced.

Impact on test delivery

119. There is no difference to the standard theory test delivery.

Impact on test completion

120. The threshold for determining whether the candidate has achieved is different at 100%.
Delivery of the practical test

The CPCS Practical Test is part of the CPCS Technical Test. It has been set by CPCS to measure operating ability based on core operating skills:

The CPCS Practical Test must be delivered by a CPCS Tester.
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C1 Introduction

The CPCS Practical Test is a core element of the Scheme.

The CPCS Practical Test should be delivered in accordance with the following procedures.

- **Candidate arrival** Informal meet and greet that can take place away from the practical test area.
- **Test induction** Introduction and induction to the test that can take place away from the practical test area.
- **Machine familiarisation** If required, a period of time for the candidate to familiarise themselves with the make and model of machine supplied for the test.
- **Test delivery** Practical activities demonstrated on the appropriate machine in accordance with the test specification, that takes place in the practical test area.
- **Test completion** Result and appropriate feedback on performance that can take place away from the practical test area.

The CPCS category Appointed Person (A61) has a desktop practical test, and so requires differences in delivery. All references in this section relate solely to the physical practical tests. Further specific information is provided in **APPENDIX J: Further information on Appointed Person (A61) practical test delivery**.

There is also an advanced practical test which is aimed at Testers that also has differences in delivery. All references in this section relate solely to the standard practical tests. Further specific information is provided in **APPENDIX K: Further information on advanced practical test delivery**.

C2 What is a CPCS Practical Test?

The CPCS Practical Test is a core element of the Scheme.

1. The purpose of the practical test is to test the operating ability of individuals through a series of practical activities based on core operating skills.
2. There is a practical test for each category, but for categories with endorsements the endorsement must be specified and the test taken on the appropriate piece of plant.
3. The theory test must be passed before a practical test is taken.
4. The practical test is delivered through a Test Centre by a Tester registered to that Test Centre.
5. The practical test is delivered in a one-to-one session between the candidate and the Tester.
6. The practical test is delivered either on centre or off centre depending on the category.
7. There is a mandatory section to ensure that the candidate’s performance demonstrates all critical activities expected of an operator. The candidate must achieve all items to be successful in this section.
8. There is a faults section to measure the candidate’s performance by recording the number of faults against a given item which can accumulate penalties. This section allows for minor faults that the candidate makes during the test.
9. Each practical test has a specified duration (varies between different categories)
10. CPCS quality assures the delivery of the practical test. A test may be:
    - attended by NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel who will observe the delivery of the test, or
    - Videoed at the request of CPCS. If CPCS has requested that the test is videoed the candidate must allow this to take place or the achievement will not be deemed as valid for a card application.
C3 What is required to deliver a practical test?

The practical test must be delivered to the appropriate practical test specification. The specification documents set out the resources required incorporating the area, the loads, the equipment and the machine.

Practical test specification

11. The practical test specifications are published on the CPCS website. They are available to the candidate to review in advance when preparing for their test.

12. The practical test specifications may change, and so candidates and Testers should always ensure that they are working from the latest set of documentation.

13. The practical test specification details the resources needed for the test.

14. The practical test specifications differ between categories meaning that Testers must be fully conversant with the resources required, activities to be carried out, and the content of the Grading Sheet. They must, ensure that the practical test area meets the requirements for the practical test.

15. The practical test specifications may include specific information for any endorsements, so the Tester should ensure that they are conversant with the specifics.

16. If there is a concern as to the validity or currency of any of the test content, this feedback must be provided to CPCS.

Any feedback in relation to the test content, (for example relating to currency, validity or appropriateness), this should be provided to CPCS at product@jobcards.org, copying in the local NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel.

Practical test Area

17. The practical test must be conducted in a practical test area that meets the standards set by the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres. This should be the designated area at a test centre or, for off-centre categories, in an area that meets the same standards.

Practical test area requirements

As defined in Section 3.3.7 of the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres

A practical test area must have resources specific to the category applied for in accordance with the requirements set out in the CPCS Technical Test prior to accreditation and must be maintained. Multiple practical tests can be simultaneously delivered in the Practical Test Area providing each individual CPCS Practical Test complies with the Test specifications, and appropriate risk assessments have been completed. The practical test area must be maintained in good order and to the standards required to deliver the practical test.

- Category type area size: A CPCS Test Site must be able to meet the size of practical test area. Please refer to Article A in the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres.
- Conditions: A CPCS Test Site must have the required facilities and the ground must be in an appropriate condition to enable the CPCS Technical Test to be completed. Please refer to Article A in the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres.
- Fuelling procedures: A CPCS Test Site must have (where applicable) written safe fuelling procedures, including safe fuelling points.
- Environmental management: A CPCS Test Site shall ensure that all reasonable steps are taken to protect the environment from pollutants, such as spillages of oils and fuels.
- Loading-out tower: CPCS Test Sites wishing to offer categories requiring a loading-out tower must have a temporary loading-out tower built out of scaffolding, either tube and fitting or system (quick lock). This will ensure that Candidates will have the necessary skills to load towers safely and correctly on site. Simulations of loading-out towers, such as containers, H section steel type towers, earth works or concrete structures, will not meet Scheme requirements. The loading-out tower must comply with current legislation.
18. The resources section of the practical test specification stipulates the type of environment that must be available against the relevant category. This may include, if appropriate, the type of ground for travelling and working, inclines, rough, uneven terrain and level areas, a minimum distance that a machine must travel.

19. The area of ground selected for the test must be free from proximity hazards including overhead, underground and nearby activities.

20. A written risk assessment must have been conducted for the area which takes into account all the activities that are to be undertaken by the machine, supporting personnel, and nearby activities.

Ensure that a risk assessment has been completed for the activities to be undertaken in the practical test.

21. Whilst the Test Centre is responsible for maintaining practical test areas, the Tester must ensure that the area meets the requirements. The Tester should therefore ensure that they arrive at the practical test area with sufficient time to complete checks and take any appropriate remedial action. If the test is taking place off-centre, the tester remains responsible that the area can accommodate the requirements of the test and is a safe environment for the candidate, tester and supporting staff.

22. The machine must meet the detailed standards as set out in the practical test specifications; this may include capacity elements, attachment details and so on.

23. The machine must meet current legislation including in-date certification for inspections and thorough examinations.

24. All electronic aids, except 'non-assistance' types that are essential for operation and safety needs, or provide readouts only as per RCIs, must be immobilised.

25. The machine must be sufficiently clean to allow the candidate to complete visual pre-start checks in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.

26. The machine must be free of defects which can affect the integrity of the test, and configured accordingly so that testing conditions emulates site best practice operating conditions.

Other equipment - supporting material

27. As required by regulations, the candidate must have access to the manufactures’ operator’s manual specific to the machine.

28. Appropriate certificates, lift plans and method statements must be available.

29. Measurement equipment must be available to ensure activities are completed within defined tolerances.

Other equipment - slopes

30. Where an activity requires travelling the machine on inclines, the angle and the length of the inclines must be sufficient to ascertain that the candidate can demonstrate correct direction of travel and control of the machine in an unloaded and loaded state.

31. The slope must be sufficient to prove the candidate’s ability to demonstrate moving off and stopping the machine on an incline with no roll back movement of the vehicle.

32. The slope angle for the test must comply with the practical test specification. However, manufacturer’s data must be checked to ensure that the machine is capable of travelling on this gradient.
Other information - manoeuvring activities

33. Where the machine has to travel through a restriction, the figure quoted in the Activity Measurements section is the total clearance allowed i.e. the width of the machine plus the stated figure.

34. Where a chicane is mentioned, it must be set in such a way that it exercises full right and left hand turning.

35. Items used to indicate restrictions must be suitable, of a sufficient size and height, to ensure that the candidate is able to see them clearly, relative to the size of machine used for the test.

36. Where a chicane is mentioned, all the extremities of the machine must be kept within the chicane.

Supporting roles

37. Many practical test specifications require two machines to be used in tandem – i.e. the candidate is required to load or be loaded by a secondary machine. There are clear roles set out in the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres which defines how these supporting operator roles can be filled.

38. A supporting operator needs to be certificated and competent. The definition of certificated is that there has been a documented process which establishes the skills required during the test relative to the category, and sufficient experience to safely and effectively carry out the role. It would be expected that supporting operators hold a relevant CPCS card for the category. If in-house or other card/certification schemes are used, the burden of proof of relevant skills lies with the tester if challenged by CPCS staff prior to or during the test.

---

**Tester fulfilling the role of a Supporting operator**

This information is extracted from Section 5.3.9 of the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres

A CPCS Tester can fulfil the role of a supporting operator (as long as certificated and competent on that category for the required activity.) if a risk assessment has been properly completed and they can maintain close and continuous supervision, with the exception of the following categories:

- **A40 Slinger/Signaller:**
  The tester cannot operate the crane and/or machine or provide additional (non-emergency) signals.

- **A42 Crusher:**
  The tester cannot operate the loading equipment.

- **A49 Loader/Securer – non STGO:**
  The tester cannot drive the vehicle to be loaded and unloaded.

- **A50 Plant Loader/Securer – STGO:**
  The tester cannot drive the vehicle to be loaded and unloaded.

- **A64 Overhead Travelling Crane:**
  The tester cannot act as the Slinger/Signaller.

- **A67 Tunnel Locomotives:**
  The tester cannot signal or act as the passenger.

- **A72 Static Concrete Placing Boom:**
  The tester cannot provide signals or control the placing hose.

- **Excavator 180° and Excavator 360° Categories:**
  The CPCS Tester will be permitted to fulfil the supporting role of Slinger/Signaller for these Categories provided they hold the CPCS Slinger/Signaller Category or have passed both the CPCS Theory and Practical Technical Test for Slinger/Signaller.

- **A73 Plant and Vehicle Marshaller:**
  The tester cannot assume the role of the vehicle driver/operator.

- **A75: Conveying Pump:**
  The tester cannot provide signals or support the tripod.

**Concurrent Tests**

If concurrent CPCS Technical Tests are being delivered which require a common supporting operator, the Test Centre is allowed to use one supporting operator across the CPCS Technical Tests. However, a ‘stop the clock’ process must not be used and the candidate must not be disadvantaged in any way.
Video recording

39. CPCS may at any point request that a Practical test is recorded.

Recording of the CPCS Practical Test

This information is extracted from Section 5.3.5 of the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres

A Test Centre must record (using video equipment) the full CPCS Practical Test or OSA if requested by CPCS. The requirement for a Candidate to submit to video recording is in the Scheme Booklet for Operators and therefore part of the contractual requirements that the Candidate has with CPCS. If the Candidate refuses to allow their test to be recorded, the Test Centre should refuse to complete the CPCS Practical Test, as the result would be invalid for supporting a card application.

If the CPCS Practical Test or OSA is being delivered at an off-site location, the Test Centre must obtain permission from that site to use video equipment prior to the CPCS Practical Test or OSA. If the site refuses to allow permission, the Test Centre should refuse to complete the CPCS Practical Test or OSA, as the result would be invalid for supporting a card application.

Note: Individuals (excluding CPCS Testers, NOCN Job Cards personnel and when instructed support staff) are not permitted to take into the test area any books, laptops, audio players, cameras or videoing devices with or without internet or data storage capacities.

40. It is the responsibility of the Test Centre to provide a digital video camera if the test is to be recorded.

Digital video camera specification

This information is extracted from Section 3.2.7.8 of the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres

Digital video camera with a DVD/MPEG/WMV format to record practical Technical Tests

Duration

41. The practical test has a specified duration to ensure that an operator has sufficient work skills to be productive in current and future employment. The time limits have been set at a level that allows even newly trained operators to prove a sufficient measure of productivity when mapped against industry timescales.

42. There is a specified duration for the completion of each practical test, but this will be different for each category dependent on the activities and is documented in the practical test specification.

43. The practical test specifications will state if there are particular activities excluded from the total test time (for example slinger/signaller identification of defective accessories).

44. There is flexibility to allow the test to extend beyond this where circumstances affect performance, for example in the case of extreme weather or where particular machine attributes effectively slow the rate of work. It would be highly unlikely that an extension would be given over 25% of the given time.

45. It is accepted that when an interpreter is being used an extension should be applied. Further information on delivering a practical test with an interpreter is outlined in F3 Impact on a practical test

46. The reason(s) for an extension must be agreed by NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel and recorded on the Sign-off Sheet.

C4 Planning and preparing to deliver a practical test

The process of planning and preparation is an important factor towards the successful delivery of a practical test, and the following elements need to be considered:

- resources required
- activities defined
- needs of the candidate
- standards defined by CPCS.

47. Sufficient time should be allowed to ensure that all the resources required are prepared prior to the start time of the test.

48. It is important to consider what may happen, and to ensure that all is prepared for any eventuality.
49. It is important to ensure that sufficient consideration is given to scheduling of tests during a day to ensure effective delivery, for example meals and comfort breaks.

**CPSC does not specify how many tests can be delivered in one day. However, an individual Tester shall not undertake so many tests during the course of a single day as to compromise the integrity of the test process, or the Testers well-being.**

**Checklist of actions to ensure fully prepared to deliver a practical test**

**In advance**
- Receive from the Test Centre the details of the test that is to take place, including the name of the candidate, test location, date and start time, category, test reference (this is best delivered through a copy of the notification from CPSC-ON)
- Talk to the Test Centre to determine whether the candidate has any known specific or special needs that might impact on test delivery, and that you are able to make any reasonable adjustments to ensure fair and equal treatment.
- If an Interpreter is to be used, ensure that they are briefed and meet the requirements for PPE. (Section F provides further guidance on the use of interpreters).
- If a supporting operator is required, check that one has been allocated and that they are certificated and competent.
- Determine the type, model and make of machine to be used for the test, ensure that it meets the test specification.
- Ensure familiarisation with the pre-start checks that will need to be completed including any emergency procedures such as emergency lowering procedures on MEWP platforms.
- Read and understand the risk assessment and method statement so that you are able to ensure test delivery complies with requirements.
- Check that you have the appropriate PPE to comply with the specific site risk assessment.
- Ask whether there is another test booked immediately afterwards using the same resources, in case additional time is required.
- Allow sufficient travel time to arrive at the test location in order to complete necessary preparations.

**Documentation**
- Ensure that you are familiar with the latest version of any test documentation.
- Review the practical test specification and ensure that familiar with the activities set out.
- Gather any necessary supporting information, such as the manufacturer’s instructions and operator’s handbook.
- Prepare any scripts required to deliver the test.
- Print out, and prepare a Grading Sheet, completing the Basic details section. Note: The start time entered should be the actual start time and NOT the notified start time if different.
- Print out, and prepare a Sign-off Sheet, completing the Basic details section.
- Have available a pen and notepaper.

**At the test site**
- Review site emergency procedures (especially for off-centre categories).
- Review welfare facilities to ensure meet criteria.

**At the practical test area**
- Check that timing device, and measurement equipment are available and in working order.
- Check that all resources required for practical test activities are available.
- Check that the conditions are appropriate.
- Check that own personal mobile phone/device is turned off or on silent.
- Check that unauthorised personnel cannot enter the practical test area.

**At the machine**
- Check the machine to ensure meets current health and safety legislation and the practical test specification, and that appropriate certification is available.
- Check that the machine is in good working order, is safe to use and is clean and free from material which would restrict the candidate from making a full and detailed inspection.
- The manufacturers’ operator manual must be with machine and in good order.
How to manage an off-centre test

- Confirm in advance that site security and management are expecting the Tester and any access arrangements have been met.
- Confirm in advance that the test may be monitored and that access arrangements should be put in place for a potential NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel visit.
- Agree in advance location and rules for meeting the candidate.
- Arrive earlier.
- Have a site induction/or update if been before.
- Discuss with the lead person on site the nature of the test and requirements.
- Risk assessment.

C5 Candidate arrival

The candidate should be welcomed on arrival, but this task may be completed by staff other than the Tester if there are resources available to do so.

50. The candidate should be made welcome on arrival and be provided with sufficient information about the venue and test process to enable them to prepare for the test.

Checklist for candidate arrival

On arrival the candidate should be informed of the following

- Location of welfare facilities (for example toilets).
- Emergency procedures and any planned drills.

51. The candidate should be asked as to whether they have any known specific or special needs for example if they need anything else before beginning the test, such as their reading glasses or medication. The candidate should then take any appropriate action prior to start to minimise the risk of stopping the test once it has started. Adequate support (reasonable adjustments) and guidance should be provided to ensure fair and equal treatment. The appropriate NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel must be contacted to seek a concession if adjustments are to be made.
C6 Practical test induction

The candidate should receive an induction that sets out all the information that they need to enable them to commence the test and understand what is to come, and who is involved.

52. The test induction is a formal part of the test session that should be completed prior to the start of the test.

53. The induction must include core elements that cover:
   - confirmation of the details relating to tester, candidate, venue and test, date details
   - a full induction to the practical test itself, and how it will be delivered, if required
   - appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE)
   - whether machine familiarisation is required.

Checklist of acceptable identity documentation

Must include a photograph and signature

☐ Photograph card driving licence (no more than 6 months out of date)
☐ Passport (no more than 6 months out of date)
☐ A non UK driving licence with a photograph and signature
An EU identity card with a photograph and signature.

If the candidate does not have one of the above forms of identification they will need to have two items of valid ID (no more than 6 months out of date), one from List A and one from List B below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List A</th>
<th>List B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Non-UK Driving Licence</td>
<td>• Credit card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Work ID Card</td>
<td>• Debit Card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• EU Country ID Card</td>
<td>• Paper Driving Licence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Scheme Card</td>
<td>• UK Travel Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Student ID Card</td>
<td>• Inland Revenue Card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Citizens Card</td>
<td>• National Insurance Card/ HMRC letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Trade Union Card</td>
<td>• B79 Notification of Discharge Letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• British Armed Forces Card</td>
<td>• Bank Statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Proof of Age Card</td>
<td>• Building Society Passbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Young Scots Card</td>
<td>• Cheque Guarantee Card</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Photocopies will not be accepted.

Assess the candidate’s needs and tailor the test induction appropriately

If a candidate is retaking a test or taking additional tests for further categories within a short period of time, repetition of the details on the workings of the test may add little value. In these circumstances a candidate can choose to waive the right to this element of the induction.

54. A full script is provided which contains the information that a candidate should be expected to be provided with during an induction.

55. If a video recording of the test has been requested, this should commence at the beginning of the induction.
SCRIPT - practical test induction

Tester and Test Details (not necessary if the same tester has just delivered a theory test for the same candidate unless being videoed)

- If the test is to be videoed or monitored, inform the candidate here.
- My full name is …………………………… and I am your CPCS Tester.
- Can you please confirm your name for me?
- The category of plant for which this practical test has been notified is ……………….. (state the name and reference code for the category)

Confirmation (not necessary if the same tester has just delivered a theory test for the same candidate unless being videoed)

- I now need to check your passport / driving licence.

Confirmation (required)

- You need to turn mobile phone / device to silent or off and please refrain from using until the test is complete, unless there is an emergency.
- Have you got the appropriate PPE with you?
- Have you attended a practical test recently? Do you understand what is expected of you today? If not, then I will take you through the full practical test induction.
- The test today will be taken on a …………………………………. (state the make and model of the machine to be used if applicable)
- Are you familiar with the make and model of machine to be used today? Are you experienced in using this machine? If not, then I will allow you a period for familiarisation on the machine.

Test induction (for those candidates who require it)

- The practical test is part of the CPCS Technical Test. It has been set by CPCS to measure operating ability based on core operating skills:
- The practical test has a given time of ……………....
- The test will work as follows:
  - For each activity, I will advise you of the details and any appropriate measurements
  - I can repeat instructions so if you would like me to – just ask at any time
  - You will be able to use the manufacturer’s operator’s manual
  - You will need to work through the standard pre-start activities as identified in the operator’s manual.
- There are mandatory elements. These must ALL be carried out correctly to pass the test. If you do fail a mandatory element, the test will be allowed to continue to completion so that your full range of capability can be identified. The test will only be stopped if there is a real danger that you are a hazard to yourself, the machine or others.

- There are also defined faults that will be awarded penalty marks during the test and to pass the test you must not exceed eight penalties.

- No feedback will be provided during the test but there will be a full feedback session at the end including a detailed discussion on performance.

**Machine familiarisation (for those candidates who require it)**

- We will now proceed to the practical test area.
- You can have a short period to familiarise yourself with the machine.
- I will not be able to offer you any training, and you will not be able to practice any activities from the test.

**Confirmation to proceed to test**

So, are you now ready to commence the test?
C7 Machine and equipment familiarisation

It is essential that the candidate is allowed adequate familiarisation on an unfamiliar make or model of machine or equipment.

The purpose of machine familiarisation is to ensure that the candidate is conversant with the controls, layout and functions of the machine, is aware of operating procedures set out in the operator’s handbook and has adequate health and safety information pertaining to the machine.

56. The machine familiarisation should be under the supervision of the Tester.

57. If during the test induction the candidate confirms that they do not have experience operating the make or model of machine, they must be given adequate familiarisation period before beginning the practical test.

58. Where a practical test specification requires that the candidate will be at height e.g. MEWP platform or tower crane, the candidate must confirm that they are comfortable being at height before the test starts. Recovery procedures must be in place in case of candidate incapacity due to being at height.

Checklist of elements to be included within machine familiarisation

- Operator’s manual.
- Attachments (quick hitches etc.)
- Start up and shut down procedures.
- Safety items and decals.
- Locations of any duty/load charts.
- Layout of controls.
- Emergency systems and instructions.

59. There is no specified amount of time set for the machine familiarisation period; it is up to the Tester’s discretion. However, it would be highly unlikely that familiarisation should need to be in excess of 15 minutes.

60. If, during the machine induction period, the candidate’s operating skills are demonstrated to be so limited, that they could be a hazard to themselves, the machine and others, the test can be cancelled. The candidate must be informed that they are not sufficiently proficient and/or safe to proceed onto the practical test itself. The Tester must inform both the candidate and Test Centre (both verbally and in writing on the Sign-off Sheet) the reason(s) for not proceeding with the test.

Examples of poor practice during machine familiarisation

- Practicing any elements or activities from the test.
- Offering training as to how to operate the machine.
- Starting the test time at the beginning of the familiarisation session.
- Allowing a candidate to continue the test if they will be a hazard to themselves, the machine or others.
C8 Practical test delivery

The delivery of the test should see the candidate attempting all the activities detailed in the Test criteria in the prescribed order.

The test must be completed in full, allowing the candidate to perform all the activities. The test must only be stopped if the candidate is endangering themselves or others.

The Test specifications have been defined to set a national standard and to ensure a reliable judgment of the candidate's performance. They must be adhered to and the Grading Sheet marked accordingly during the test by the Tester. This includes noting any performance issues.

It is essential that a safe environment is maintained at all times during the test process. The responsibility of the Tester is to reinforce the key elements of the test sites safe system of work including risk assessments and lift plans etc. and to consult the candidate if they are demonstrating unsafe acts.

Start time of test

61. The test start time begins when the candidate commences the test activities. The first activity is normally Preparing for work which requires completion of pre-start and running checks.

62. The Tester must not start a test before the notified time unless the Test Centre has been given authorisation which has been approved by NOCN Job Cards/CPCS.

63. If the actual start time of the test was different to the notified time, this must be recorded on the Sign-off Sheet.

64. The test specifications will state if there are any particular activities excluded from the total test time, (for example slinger/signal identification of defective lifting accessories) In these instances, the total test time is an accumulated time and the time of each activity must be recorded on the test documentation.

During the Test

65. The practical test specifications clearly state the activities to be completed, and they will be specific to each category and associated endorsements. The Tester must ensure that the activities are completed in accordance with the specifications which will include notes on activity sequencing and detailed measurements including acceptable tolerances.

66. The Tester must ensure that they position themselves correctly so as to measure the candidate’s performance throughout the test using observation skills to validate the candidate’s actual performance against Scheme standards.

67. The test criteria should be followed in the sequence defined in the test documentation ensuring the candidate clearly demonstrates each activity.

68. The test criteria will require the candidate to carry out pre-use checks prior to starting the engine, and whilst the engine is running. Manufacturer’s instructions must be followed.
Checklist of typical machine checks

Pre-start checks
- Fluids – engine oil, coolant, transmission, brake, hydraulic, steering, windscreen
- Tyres, rims, wheel nuts, pressures
- Track tension, idlers, sprockets
- Hydraulic/Pneumatic pipe/hose condition, security, leakages
- Hydraulic/Pneumatic rams security, condition, leakages
- All working components/attachments for leaks/damage/cracks/un-serviceability etc.
- Lights, warning and safety appliances – such as reversing devices, horn, protective guards
- ROPS/FOPS, seat and seatbelts, operating/driving position, mirrors, glass condition and cleanliness
- Controls, gauges, warning lights, RCIs and other types of safety devices
- Cab/platform free from hazards i.e. clean floors and pedals, no loose objects.

Running checks
- Hot/Cold starting methods
- Full (not partial) function of steering/brakes/hydraulic/pneumatic/electrical services
- This is not an exhaustive list and must not be used as a checklist on the test.

69. Activities may be broken down into stages and any activities or measurements may be repeated to allow the candidate to fully understand what is required.

70. The candidate must be allowed to attempt all activities.

71. Close and continuous supervision of the candidate should be maintained.

72. The test environment should be monitored by the Tester to ensure it remains safe at all times.

Examples of poor practice in practical test delivery
- Making inappropriate comments about candidate performance.
- Telling the candidate that they have failed due to a mandatory failure during the test.
- Prompting or coaching the candidate during the test.
- ‘Leading’ the candidate towards achieving test standards.
- Stopping the test due to a mandatory fail which poses no hazard to health (candidate should be allowed to finish).
- Stopping the test early due to clear indications that the candidate will be unable to complete within the allowed duration.

Grading a candidate’s performance
To ensure a national standard and reliable judgment of the candidate’s performance, test criteria must be adhered to and the Grading Sheet marked during the test by the Tester.
73. Mandatory and Penalty points should be awarded appropriately, and recorded directly onto the Grading Sheet.

**Mandatory Section**

74. This section is designed to ensure that the candidate’s performance demonstrates all critical activities expected of an operator.

75. The candidate must achieve all items to be successful in this section.

- If undertaken correctly, record the letter Y (yes) against the relevant item.
- If not undertaken or undertaken incorrectly, record the letter N (no) against the relevant item.
- If any item is not completed correctly then the outcome will be Not Achieved.

**Grading Sheet example (part)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANDATORY</th>
<th>Correctly carried out during the test?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparing</td>
<td>Y / N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All pre-start and running checks (or responses to relevant questions)</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travelling</td>
<td>N / Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictions cleared</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine set for travel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of these items must be awarded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faults Section</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76. This section is designed to measure the candidate’s performance by recording the number of faults against a given item which can accumulate penalties. This section allows for minor faults that the candidate makes during the test.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77. To be successful on this section, the candidate must not exceed eight penalties in total.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- If, for example, the candidate fails to empty a (dump truck’s) body fully after tipping, then one fault is recorded by placing a tally mark in the fault column. If the candidate repeats this mistake again, another fault is recorded.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- This is repeated for each item and at the end of the test faults are accumulated for total penalties.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- If no penalties are awarded then 0 must be written in the fault and penalty columns.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The total number of faults for each item is multiplied against the mark and a penalty is awarded.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Grading Sheet example (part)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faults</th>
<th>candidate incorrectly carried out the following</th>
<th>Fault</th>
<th>Mark</th>
<th>Penalty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travelling</td>
<td>1. Full observation before moving</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Full observation whilst travelling</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working</td>
<td>3. Body fully emptied after discharging</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. All loads lifted vertically</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not exceeded 8 penalties

Total penalties

Achieved / Not achieved
End of test

78. The test is not completed until the appropriate Shutting down procedures have been completed.

79. When a candidate leaves the machine, all equipment must be grounded, or placed in the out-of-service position where relevant, shut down, isolated (ignition key removed) or locked-off (in compliance with the Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998) and where relevant, locked cab or access doors, simulating an end-of-shift action. Engine/power unit shut down must also be undertaken where the candidate needs to leave the cab during the test for all activities such as making checks, making adjustments, and attaching accessories or other equipment such as PTO driven implements.

C9 Practical test completion

The Tester is responsible for ensuring that at the end of the test activities that feedback and paperwork are completed in accordance with Scheme documentation in a safe and suitable place.

80. On completion of the test activities the candidate must be verbally informed of the following:
   - completion of the test
   - how long it has taken
   - any mandatory items not achieved and the number of penalties
   - the result.

81. After notification of the result relocate to a safe and suitable place for provision of feedback and further information and the candidate must be verbally informed of the following:
   - feedback on areas where they did/did not perform to the required standard. This should be clear and constructive to identify the candidate’s level of skill, including any areas that require improvement
   - next steps for continuing or progressing within the scheme
   - offered an opportunity to provide their feedback on delivery of the test
   - that there is a Sign-off Sheet which will document their result and feedback, and that they will be provided with a copy from the Test Centre within five Business Days.

82. The Sign-off Sheet must be fully completed including:
   - Any concessions agreed including extension of time, by the NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel must be recorded in the Tester feedback box.
   - If the actual start time of the test was different to the notified time, this must be recorded in the Tester feedback box.
   - The Tester feedback box must be completed and signed by the Tester at end of their comments and before completing the Sign-off section confirming whether the candidate has Achieved or Not Achieved.
   - The Tester must encourage the candidate to complete the candidate feedback box and initial after any comments; although optional.
   - If the candidate chooses not to complete this box, the Tester must enter ‘No Comments’ and initial.
   - If the candidate chooses not to sign the Sign-off sheet the Tester must write in the candidate’s feedback box that the candidate refused to sign, the reason why and initial.
   - The Tester must check that the sign-off sheet has been completed in full before the candidate leaves the test site.

83. The completed documentation must be passed to the Test Centre by the end of the next Business Day so that the test can be resulted in accordance with Scheme requirements.

Once the candidate has been informed of Test result, the result cannot be changed without the approval of NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel.

CPCS Technical Test Administration
For further information refer to Section 6 of the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres
6.4 CPCS Technical Test Sign-off Sheet
A Test Centre is responsible for ensuring that the CPCS Technical Test Grading and Sign-off Sheet is completed in accordance with the CPCS Theory Test Procedures contained in the current Accredited Code of Delivery.

The CPCS Technical Test Sign-off Sheet must be signed by both the CPCS Tester and the candidate.

6.5 CPCS Technical Test results feedback
A Test Centre must (if requested) upon completion of the CPCS Technical Test, provide the candidate with a copy of the CPCS Technical Test Sign-off Sheet within five Business Days.

6.6 CPCS Technical Test results submission
A Test Centre must submit CPCS Technical Test results to CPCS by the end of the next Business Day. The only exception to this rule is for the Appointed Persons CPCS Standard Technical Test, where results must be submitted to CPCS within seven Business Days.
SCRIPT – Test completion for a candidate who has achieved

Overall result and feedback on candidate performance

- I can confirm that you have now completed the test, and it has lasted …… minutes and you have successfully met the test standard today, congratulations.
- Use option as appropriate:
  1. Even though you have met the standard you however accumulated ………………. penalty points and I will take you through these now. For example during completion of activity ………………. on ………………. you did not ………………
  2. While you successfully met all the mandatory elements and did not accumulate any penalty points I will however still give you feedback on your performance.
- I am documenting this feedback on the Sign-off Sheet.

Handover of final paperwork

- I have completed the Sign-off Sheet, which confirms your result and the feedback that we have discussed today.
- You have the option to add your comments.
- I would like you to counter-sign the Sign-off Sheet, as a record of your acceptance.
- A copy of the Sign-off Sheet which includes a feedback section will be sent to you by the Test Centre in the next few days.

Next Steps

- I can now present you with the CPCS Letter of Achievement.
- You can apply to have the category placed onto an operator card.
- Have you got any questions that you would like to ask me about what happens next or progression through the scheme?

Feedback on test experience

- I would welcome your comments on the overall test experience, is there anything that could be improved?
- Thank you for your time today, the test process is now completed.
SCRIPT – Test completion for a candidate who has not achieved

Overall result and feedback on candidate performance

- I can confirm that you have now completed the test, and it has lasted …… minutes.

- Use option as appropriate:

  1. You did successfully meet certain mandatory elements however you accumulated ……………….. penalty points which exceeded the threshold of eight allowed faults to achieve on the test and I will take you through these now. For example during completion of activity ……………….. on ……………….. you did not ………………..

  2. You did not successfully meet certain mandatory elements and you accumulated ……………….. penalty points (which was below the threshold) and I will take you through these now. For example during completion of activity ……………….. on ……………….. you did not ………………..

  3. You did not successfully meet certain mandatory elements and you accumulated ……………….. penalty points which exceeded the threshold of eight allowed faults to achieve on the test and I will take you through these now. For example during completion of activity ……………….. on ……………….. you did not ………………..

- This means that you did not meet the required standards today.

- I am documenting this feedback on the Sign-off Sheet.

Feedback on candidate performance

- I would like to share with you the areas where you were unable to demonstrate the expected standards, and offer you some feedback and suggestions as to how you could improve your performance were you to reattempt the test.

Handover of final paperwork

- I have completed the Sign-off Sheet, which confirms your result and the feedback that we have discussed today.

- You have the option to add your comments.

- I would like you to counter-sign the Sign-off Sheet, as a record of your acceptance.

- A copy of the Sign-off Sheet which includes a feedback section will be sent to you by the Test Centre in the next few days.

Next Steps

- Unfortunately you cannot now apply for an operator card.

- You will need to reattempt this Practical test at a later date.

- For your information, there is an appeals process if you disagree with the test outcome further information is in the Scheme Booklet for Operators.

Feedback on test experience

- I would welcome your comments on the overall Test experience, is there anything that could be improved?
Thank you for your time today, the test process is now completed.

APPENDIX G: Practical test delivery for candidates with disabilities

Referenced from Section 5.5 of the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres

84. Under The Disability Discrimination Action 1995 (the Act) and revised Code of Practice for Trade Organisations, Qualification Bodies and General Qualification Bodies (the Code), Test Centres as a qualification body has obligations. The Code defines a qualification body as:

‘An authority or body which can confer, renew or extend a professional or trade qualification. For this purpose a professional or trade qualification is an authorisation, qualification, recognition, registration, enrolment, approval or certification which is needed for, or which facilitates engagement in, a particular profession or trade’.

85. This Act makes it unlawful for Test Centres to discriminate against a person with disabilities in relation to conferring professional or trade qualifications. The Act does not prevent the Test Centre from treating people with disabilities more favourably than those who have none.

86. One of the ways in which a Test Centre can discriminate against people with disabilities is when it fails to comply with a duty imposed on it to make ‘reasonable adjustments’ in relation to them. The duty to make a reasonable adjustment arises where a provision, criterion or practice applied by or on behalf of a Test Centre places a person with disabilities at a substantial disadvantage compared with people who have none. Test Centres have to take such steps as are reasonable for them to take in all circumstances to prevent that disadvantage – in other words they have to make a ‘reasonable adjustment’. Where the duty arises, Test Centres cannot justify a failure to make a reasonable adjustment.

87. As a qualifications body, a Test Centre has a duty to make reasonable adjustments to the way it confers, renews, or extends professional or trade qualifications (except in respect of competence standards). It owes this duty to a person with disabilities who holds a qualification conferred by it and to an applicant with disabilities or potential applicant for such a qualification.

88. Having reviewed the Act and the Code, CPCS see no reason why the candidate should not be able to provide verbal answers to the following points or tasks:

- remove and replace safety pins when changing a bucket
- pre-start check
- carry out depth checks
- use of a laser level.

89. In the event that a Test Centre requires guidance concerning candidates with disabilities, please apply the above taking into account that Test Centres can make ‘reasonable adjustments’ in relation to the person with disabilities undertaking a CPCS Technical Test.
APPENDIX H: Practical test delivery for categories including lifting operation activities

Referenced from Section 5.6 of the Scheme Booklet for Test Centres

90. A Test Centre shall ensure that an activity requiring plant equipment to carry out lifting operations as part of a CPCS Practical Test is undertaken in such a manner to comply with:

- The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
- The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 (PUWER)
- The Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations 1998 (LOLER)
- relevant Codes of Practice
- best practice documents, such as the BS 7121 series, applicable to the item of plant.

91. It is therefore the responsibility of the Test Centre to ensure that all lifting operations meet the minimum requirements listed below.

- They are planned by a competent person, ensuring that there is a written safe system of work.
- Method statements and risk assessments (lift plan) are completed, implemented and updated accordingly.
- Lifting equipment provided for the lifting operation is compliant with LOLER 1998.
- Lifting equipment and accessories are tested and/or thoroughly examined in accordance with legislation.
- Lifting equipment and accessories is visibly marked with the safe working load, as required by regulations.
- Loads are marked clearly with their weight and are in good condition to be used.
- Roles and responsibilities of those involved with the lifting operation and the requirements of the lift plan are clearly communicated between the lifting team.
- A suitable communication code and protocol (signals and radio) is agreed as part of the safe system of work.
- There is close and continuous supervision of the lifting operation. (If qualified, the CPCS Tester may undertake this role.)

92. Information applicable to the use of lifting equipment and lifting accessories is made available.
APPENDIX I: Observation techniques

93. The role of the Tester is to measure an individual’s performance against the Test and Assessment criteria. Therefore, developing a keen sense of observation is a must for any tester.

94. The technique is simple. Keep a keen eye on what is happening, record events as they take place and make decisions based only on fact.

95. During the testing or assessment a tester must ensure they are in the right place at the right time to observe what is happening. Position is all important.

96. To avoid disagreements with the candidate’s performance, the tester needs to ensure they can substantiate any feedback and justify the results of the test marking/grading. Good observation skills play an important role in ensuring a fair and objective test.

97. The main method to be used by the tester is direct observation and reflection on what has been observed.
   - Record or capture what you see.
   - Ensure that the candidate has the knowledge to back up what you see them do, and that they can justify their competence.
   - Identify achievements against the standards you are testing.
   - Ensure that the candidate agrees with your decision – if not, instigate the appeals procedure.

98. It is important for Testers and candidates to sign and date all records at the time of the test or assessment.

99. Here are some Do’s and Don’ts to bear in mind when using observation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do’s</th>
<th>Don’ts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record observations during the test/assessment to ensure everything is recorded as it happen.</td>
<td>Rely on memory to complete grading or assessment sheets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compile brief notes that prompt the main points you observe during the test/assessment.</td>
<td>Become distracted during the key observation elements of a test/assessment whilst taking notes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief the candidate on the observation process.</td>
<td>Allow those not involved in the test/assessment to distract the candidate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose the appropriate observation position.</td>
<td>Be:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• obtrusive,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• over-bearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• too close to the candidate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX J: Further information on Appointed Person (A61) practical test delivery

This section describes the adjustments that should be made to the delivery of the practical test for Appointed Person (A61). The A61 practical test, unlike other practical tests, requires written responses to given scenarios.

The test measures ability through a practical planning activity using supplied data which should be completed within the given time limit.

The papers will be marked separately and so the candidate will not be advised of their result on completion of the test.

What is a CPCS Appointed Person practical test

100. The test involves planning a lifting operation from various lifting scenarios.

101. The test incorporates three main elements:
   - risk Assessment
   - method Statement
   - technical drawing to scale.

102. The test requires written information to be provided.

103. Up to eight candidates may be tested collectively.

104. The test is marked after completion and results will not be notified to the candidate until a later date.

105. As both the theory and practical tests are written, they can be completed in any order.

Impact on resources required to deliver the test

106. Candidates must have a selection of functioning pens and pencils, and spares must be available.

107. Graph paper of sufficient size (e.g. A3) must be available for planning activities.

108. Lined paper must be available for additional notes.

109. Candidates must have appropriate equipment for lift planning activities for example scale rule, compasses etc. and spares must be available.

110. The test room must be of a sufficient size with:
   - a table and chair for each candidate (up to eight candidates)
   - tables of sufficient size to accommodate reference and drawing material
   - adequate space separating each candidate (at least 1.25m)
   - candidates unable to see each other’s answer paper.

111. Resource materials as specified must be available for reference by candidates including
   - Individual copies of BS 7121 Parts 1, 2 and 3,
   - copies of the ACoP for PUWER 1998 and LOLER 1998
   - A selection of crane specifications (unmarked) as detailed in the resource section of the test specification.

112. There are a number of different scenarios defined by CPCS. A full set (one of each) should be available in sealed unmarked envelopes.

113. There is a defined risk assessment and method statement template which must be provided to each candidate.

114. There is a given time (as indicated in the practical test specification) for the completion of the test. This ensures that a candidate has sufficient planning skills to be productive in current and future employment.
Impact on test induction

115. The element of the induction relating to the actual test should be modified to reflect the desktop nature of the test.

116. The standards of the practical test grading sheet must be explained to the candidates prior to starting the test. It is recommended to allow candidates sight of the grading sheet.

Impact on test delivery

117. Before the start of the test; the candidates:
   - must be allowed to choose a scenario at random.
   - must put their name on the risk assessments and method statement.

118. The candidate will complete the Risk Assessment/Method Statement and produce two scaled drawings showing the lift details that accompanies the statement.

119. All boxes within the Risk Assessment/Method Statement must be completed legibly with either the required information or marked N/A.

120. Drawings must show plan and elevation and have an identifiable scale. Candidate’s details should also be shown on each drawing.

121. Graph-type paper may be used for the drawing.

122. A suitable factor of safety must be determined and applied to the load for each scenario by the candidate. The factor of safety determined must be justified and relevant to the operation.

123. To be successful on the test, candidates must pay particular attention to detail. Information stated on the drawing MUST be replicated correspondingly in the risk assessment/method statement and vice-versa.

124. The duration of the test should be managed effectively, with warnings given half way through the test and 10 minutes before the end.

125. If a candidate requests clarification this may be offered, but this must not interrupt other candidates. However, the Tester must not aid a candidate in completing their lift plan.

126. The candidates must conduct themselves in an appropriate manner with no communication between candidates during the test.

127. The candidates may leave the room for comfort breaks, but should not take any paperwork out of the room, or bring anything additional back in.

128. A candidate may choose to stop and finish their test at any time. They should raise their hand to gain the attention of the Tester, hand in their question paper and then be escorted from the room with minimal interruption and impact on other candidates.

129. The test will be completed when the end time is reached, and candidates should be asked to stop.

130. All scenarios and candidate answer papers should be collected. Once handed in papers must not be returned to the candidate for amendment.

Impact on test completion

131. The papers will be marked after completion of the test.

132. The Grading Sheet is divided into various sections that map directly to the Risk Assessment/Method Statement. The bracketed number in the left-hand column relates to the section number in the Risk Assessment/Method Statement form.

133. If undertaken or recorded correctly, the Tester will enter the letter Y (yes) against each item. If not undertaken/recorded or undertaken/recorded incorrectly, the letter N (no) will be entered against the relevant item.

134. The candidate must achieve all items marked with an asterisk and a minimum of eight of the remaining items to be successful on the test.
Grading Sheet example (part)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Y / N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section A (1) General details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 customer</td>
<td>as stated in given scenario</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 name of site contact</td>
<td>as stated in given scenario</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 phone number of contact</td>
<td>as stated in given scenario</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

136. The answers given by the candidate must not be altered.
137. The Sign-off Sheet must be completed with written feedback and any concessions.
138. The papers and Sign-off Sheets must be submitted to the Test Centre to enable them to be resulted to CPCS within seven Business Days of completion of the test.
139. The candidate must receive the same information on completion of the test as for a standard test, but this can be delivered in written format.

**Examples of poor practice in Appointed Person practical test delivery**

- Providing candidates with crane specifications in advance of the test.
- Room set up that enables candidates to see each other’s papers.
- Candidates conferring and talking during the test.
- Candidates taking notes into the test room.
- Tables that are not large enough to enable the test papers and reference materials to be laid out.
- Not providing or refusing to allow the candidate to use the reference materials specified.
- Having insufficient resources and copies of documentation.
- Answering candidate queries in a leading way.
- Altering a candidate’s paper when marking the test.
- Taking longer than seven days to return the marked tests and completed Sign-off sheets to the Test Centre.
APPENDIX K: Further information on advanced practical test delivery

There are two levels of technical tests:

- Standard tests are designed for the attainment of Operator cards.
- Advanced tests are designed for the attainment of a Tester card but can be used towards CPCS Operator cards as well.

This section describes the adjustments that should be made to the delivery of the practical test when an advanced practical test.

The advanced practical test operates in an identical manner to the standard practical test using the same test specifications and an additional advanced specification, but it has to be monitored, and the penalty threshold is 5 as opposed to 8 on the standard test.

What is a CPCS Advanced Practical Test

140. The purpose of the advanced practical test is to test the operating ability of individuals who wish to become a Tester within the scheme through a series of practical activities based on core operating skills.

141. The candidate must achieve 80% in their advanced theory test to progress onto the advanced practical test.

142. The fault section has a lower threshold for penalty points than the standard practical test (set at must not exceed five as opposed to eight).

143. The candidate can on achievement apply for a Tester card if they have achieved 100% in the advanced theory test.

144. CPCS quality assures the delivery of the advanced practical tests by requiring that NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel are in attendance.

Impact on resources required to deliver the test

145. The advanced practical test is based on the same practical test specification as the standard test, but with an additional specification sheet.

146. There is a different advanced Grading Sheet which specifies the threshold for the faults section at a maximum of five penalties awarded.

147. The duration may be different to the standard practical test.

Impact on planning and preparation

148. The only difference to the standard test preparation is in the need to liaise with the NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel to ensure that they are able to attend and have all necessary details with regards any site specific peculiarities.

Impact on test induction

149. The test induction is very similar to the standard practical test with only the following differences

- The lower threshold for penalties awarded in the faults section needs to be explained
- That NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel will be present and that they need to be introduced.

Impact on test delivery

150. The only difference to the standard practical test delivery is the lower threshold for penalties awarded in the faults section.

Impact on test completion

151. There is no difference to the standard practical test.
Delivery of an on-site assessment
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D1 Introduction

The CPCS On-site Assessment is a core element of the Scheme.

The on site assessment should be delivered in accordance with the following procedures.

- **Candidate arrival**  Informal meet and greet (that need not be recorded or to take place in the test room).
- **Test induction**  Overview of test protocols and the first recorded phase of the test.
- **Test delivery**  Questions asked by the Tester and answered by candidate.
- **Test completion**  Result given alongside appropriate feedback on performance.

D2 What is a CPCS On-site assessment?

On-site assessments can be used instead of logbook hours for a CPCS Competent Operator (Blue) card.

1. The assessment measures on-going operating ability and is normally carried out in the workplace.
2. The item of machinery used for the assessment must comply with the CPCS category and endorsement description.
3. Assessments must be taken on a one-to-one basis between the candidate and the Tester.
4. Assessments can be carried out during the candidate’s normal work activities in their work environment, or at a suitable Test site that ensures the activities can be completed.
5. There are assessment standards for each category containing specific activities to be followed by the Tester and candidate.
6. The assessment sheet contains the activities, and a section to record the candidate’s performance, outcome and Tester comments.
7. To ensure fairness for the candidate, the assessment ratio is 1 candidate : 1 Tester.
8. The candidate must achieve the required standard in the assessment to be deemed to have achieved the On-site assessment operating standard.
D3 What is required to deliver an on-site assessment?

The on-site assessment must be delivered to the appropriate specification as set on the Assessment sheet.

Assessment sheet

9. The Assessment Sheet combines the standards that the candidate is required to demonstrate on a category with a record of performance and sign off sheet.

10. Ensure that they are conversant of the specifics.

11. If there is a concern as to the validity or currency of any of the assessment content, this feedback must be provided to CPCS.

Any feedback in relation to the assessment content, (for example relating to currency, validity or appropriateness), this should be provided to CPCS at product@jobcards.org, copying in the local NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel.

Assessment area

12. The Assessment area must be free from hazards and conform to current workplace regulations.

Machine

13. The machine must meet the detailed standards as set out in the activity standards; this may include capacity elements, attachment details and so on.

14. The machine must meet current legislation including in-date certification for inspections and thorough examinations.

15. All electronic aids, except ‘non-assistance’ types that are essential for operation and safety needs, or provide readouts only as per RCIs, must be immobilised.

16. The machine must be sufficiently clean to allow the candidate to complete visual pre-start checks in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.

17. The machine must be free of defects which can affect the integrity of the assessment, and configured accordingly so that assessment conditions emulates site best practice operating conditions.

Other equipment - supporting material

18. As required by regulations, the candidate must have access to the manufacturer’s operator’s manual specific to the machine.

19. Appropriate certificates, lift plans and method statements must be available.

20. If applicable, measurement equipment must be available to ensure activities are completed within defined tolerances.

Duration

21. There is no specified amount of time set for the assessment period. Each candidate must be assessed on merit to determine the actual amount of time required to complete the assessment.
D4 Planning and preparing to deliver an on-site assessment

The process of getting ready is an important factor towards the successful delivery of an assessment, and the following elements need to be considered:

- resources required
- activities defined
- needs of the candidate
- standards defined by CPCS.

22. Sufficient time should be allowed to ensure that all the resources required are prepared prior to the start time of the assessment.

23. It is important to consider what may happen, and to ensure that you are prepared for any eventuality.

24. It is important to ensure that sufficient consideration is given to scheduling of assessments during a day to ensure effective delivery, for example meals and comfort breaks.

25. With the assessments taking place in the workplace away from the Test Centre, all information must be received by the Tester in advance and in good time to enable appropriate preparation to take place.

26. There is a limit of fourteen assessments that can be carried out in one day (as defined in Scheme Booklet for Test Centres) subject to operational conditions e.g. weather.

CPCS specifies a maximum number of assessments that can be delivered in one day. However, an individual Tester shall not undertake so many assessments during the course of a single day as to compromise the integrity of the assessment process, or the Testers well-being.

Checklist of actions to ensure fully prepared to deliver an assessment

In advance

☐ Receive from the Test Centre the details of the assessment that is to take place, including the name of the candidate, assessment location, date and start time, category, test reference (this is best delivered through a copy of the notification from CPCS-ON)

☐ Talk to the Test Centre to determine whether the candidate has any known specific or special needs that might impact on assessment delivery, and that you are able to make any reasonable adjustments to ensure fair and equal treatment.

☐ If assessment is being delivered on site – to be discussed with the assessment venue
  - Confirm that site security and management are expecting the Tester and any access arrangements have been met.
  - Inform that the assessment may be monitored and that access arrangements should be put in place for a potential NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel visit.
  - Agree in advance location and rules for meeting the candidate.
  - Discuss with the lead person on site the nature of the test and requirements.

☐ If supporting personnel are required, check that they have been allocated and that they are certificated and competent.

☐ Determine the type, model and make of machine to be used for the assessment, ensure that it meets the assessment specification.

☐ Ensure familiarisation with the pre-start checks that will need to be completed, including any emergency procedures such as emergency lowering procedures on MEWP platforms.

☐ Read and understand the risk assessment and method statement to ensure assessment delivery complies with requirements.

☐ Check that appropriate PPE complies with the specific site risk assessment.

☐ Ask whether there is another assessment booked immediately afterwards using the same resources, in case additional time is required.

☐ Allow sufficient travel time to arrive at the assessment location in order to complete necessary preparations.
Checklist of actions to ensure fully prepared to deliver an assessment (continued)

Documentation

☐ Ensure that you are familiar with the latest version of any assessment documentation.
☐ Review the assessment sheet and ensure that familiar with the activities set out.
☐ Identify any necessary supporting information, such as the manufacturer’s instructions and operator’s handbook.
☐ Prepare any scripts required to deliver the assessment.
☐ Print out, and prepare an Assessment sheet, completing the Basic details section.
☐ Have available a pen and notepaper.

At the assessment site

☐ Report to site management and receive appropriate induction.
☐ Review site emergency procedures.

At the assessment area

☐ Check that measurement equipment is available and in working order if required.
☐ Check that all resources required for assessment activities are available.
☐ Check that the conditions are appropriate.
☐ Check that own personal mobile phone/device is switched off or on silent.

At the machine

☐ Check the machine to ensure it meets current health and safety legislation, the assessment standards and that appropriate certification is available.
☐ Check that the machine is in good working order, is safe to use and is clean and free from material which would restrict the candidate from making a full and detailed inspection.

If being delivered on centre, standard practical test delivery preparation will apply.

D5 Tester arrival

The Tester will need to be welcomed on arrival and familiarised with site procedures.

27. The assessment is taking place in the workplace, in an unfamiliar venue and so appropriate information must be provided to the Tester.

28. A pre-assessment briefing will be required and an appropriate venue sought.

D6 On-site Assessment induction

The candidate should receive an induction that sets out all the information that they need to enable them to commence the assessment understanding what is to come, and who is involved.

29. The assessment induction should be completed prior to the start of the assessment.

30. The induction must include core elements that cover:
   • confirmation of the details relating to tester, candidate, venue and category
   • a full induction to the assessment itself, and how it will be delivered, if required
   • appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE)
   • whether machine familiarisation is required.

31. The candidate should be asked as to whether they have any known specific or special needs for example if they need anything else before beginning the test, such as medication. The candidate should then take any appropriate action prior to start to minimise the risk of stopping the assessment once it has started. Adequate support (reasonable adjustments) and guidance should be provided to ensure fair and equal treatment. The appropriate NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel must be contacted to seek a concession if adjustments are to be made.
Assess the candidate’s needs and tailor the assessment induction appropriately

If a candidate is retaking an assessment or taking additional assessments for further categories within a short period of time, repetition of the details on the workings of the assessment may add little value. In these circumstances a candidate can choose to waive the right to this element of the induction.

32. A full suggested script is provided which contains the information that a candidate should be expected to be provided with during an induction.

---

**Checklist of acceptable identity documentation**

Must include a photograph and signature

- Photograph card driving licence
- Passport
- A non UK driving licence with a photograph and signature
- An EU identity card with a photograph and signature.

If the candidate does not have one of the above forms of identification they will need to have two items of valid ID (no more than 6 months out of date), one from List A and one from List B below:

**List A**
- Non-UK Driving Licence
- Work ID Card
- EU Country ID Card
- Scheme Card
- Student ID Card
- Citizens Card
- Trade Union Card
- British Armed Forces Card
- Proof of Age Card
- Young Scots Card

**List B**
- Credit card
- Debit Card
- Paper Driving Licence
- UK Travel Document
- Inland Revenue Card
- National Insurance Card/HMRC letter
- B79 Notification of Discharge Letter
- Bank Statement
- Building Society Passbook
- Cheque Guarantee Card

Photocopies will not be accepted.
SCRIPT – On-site assessment induction

Tester and Test Details
- *If the test is to be recorded or monitored, inform the candidate here.*
- My full name is ……………………… and I am your CPCS Tester.
- Can you please confirm your name for me?
- The category of plant for which this assessment has been notified is ……………… (state the name and reference code for the category)
- The assessment today will be taken on a (state the make and model of the machine to be used)

Confirmation
- I now need to check your passport / driving licence.
- You need to turn mobile phone / device to silent or off and please refrain from using until the assessment is complete, unless there is an emergency.
- Have you got the appropriate PPE with you?
- Have you attended an On-site assessment recently? If not, then I will take you through the On-site assessment induction.
- Are you familiar with the make and model of machine to be used today? Are you experienced in using this machine? If not, then I will allow you a period for familiarisation on the machine.

Assessment induction (for those candidates who require it)
- The On-site Assessment has been set by CPCS to measure on-going operating ability based on core operating skills.
- The assessment will work as follows:
  - For each activity, I will advise you of the details and any appropriate measurements
  - I can repeat instructions so if you would like me to – just ask at any time
  - You will be able to use the manufacturer’s operator’s manual
  - You will need to work through the standard pre-start activities as identified in the operator’s manual
  - You are able to work through the activities in any order, but will need to complete them all.
  - You will need to meet the appropriate standard for each activity.
  - No feedback will be provided during the test but there will be a full feedback session at the end including a detailed discussion on performance.
  - The Assessment may be stopped if the Candidate operates in an unsafe manner.

Machine familiarisation (for those candidates who require it)
- We will now proceed to the assessment area.
- You can have a short period to familiarise yourself with the machine.
- I will not be able to offer you any training, and you will not be able to practice any activities from the assessment.

Confirmation to proceed to test
- So, are you now ready to commence the assessment?
D7 Machine and equipment familiarisation

33. The same as for a practical test.

D8 Assessment delivery

34. Each activity may, if needed, be carried out at one or more locations, and at different times or days to allow the Candidate to meet the Assessment standards.

35. Conditionally:
   - The same Tester must conduct each activity.
   - Each activity being conducted at a different location, time or day must be notified and each notification will incur an additional notification fee.
   - The time, date and location details must be recorded in the comments section, relating to the activity, on the Assessment Sheet.

During the Test

The assessment specifications clearly state the activities to be completed, and they will be specific to each category and associated endorsements. The Tester must ensure that the activities are completed in accordance with the specifications which will include notes on activity sequencing and detailed measurements including acceptable tolerances.

The Tester must ensure that they position themselves correctly so as to measure the candidate’s performance throughout the assessment using observation skills to validate the candidate’s actual performance against Scheme standards.

36. Follow assessment criteria, in the sequence defined in the assessment documentation ensuring the candidate clearly demonstrates each activity.

37. The assessment criteria will require the candidate to carry out pre-use checks prior to starting the engine, and whilst the engine is running. Manufacturer’s guidance must be followed.

Checklist of typical machine checks

Pre-start checks

- Fluids – engine oil, coolant, transmission, brake, hydraulic, steering, windscreen
- Tyres, rims, wheel nuts, pressures
- Track tension, idlers, sprockets
- Hydraulic/Pneumatic pipe/hose condition, security, leakages
- Hydraulic/Pneumatic rams security, condition, leakages
- All working components/attachments for leaks/damage-cracks/un-serviceability etc.
- Lights, warning and safety appliances – such as reversing devices, horn, protective guards
- ROPS/FOPS, seat and seatbelts, operating/driving position, mirrors, glass condition and cleanliness
- Controls, gauges, warning lights, RCIs and other types of safety devices
- Cab/platform free from hazards i.e. clean floors and pedals, no loose objects

Running checks

- Hot/Cold starting methods
- Full (not partial) function of steering/brakes/hydraulic/pneumatic/electrical services

This is not an exhaustive list; refer to the manufacturers’ guidance.

38. Activities may be broken down into stages and any activities or measurements may be repeated to allow the candidate to fully understand what is required.

39. The candidate must be allowed to attempt all activities.

40. Close and continuous supervision of the candidate should be maintained.
41. The assessment environment should be monitored to ensure it remains safe at all times.

Examples of poor practice in assessment delivery

- Making inappropriate comments about candidate performance.
- Prompting or coaching the candidate during the test.
- ‘Leading’ the candidate towards achieving assessment standards.
- Stopping the assessment due to a non-achievement which poses no hazard to health (candidate should be allowed to finish).
- Stopping the assessment early due to clear indications that the candidate will be unable to complete within the allowed duration.

Stopping the test

- Should the Tester consider that the candidate’s skills are limited to the extent that there is a real danger that they will be a hazard to themselves, the machine and others during the Assessment (i.e. lack of machine control) the Tester has the authority to stop the test. If this occurs, the reason(s) for stopping the assessment must be recorded on the Sign-off Sheet.
- Should the NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel make the Tester aware of an unsafe situation, it is the responsibility of the Tester to take appropriate action.

Assessing a candidate’s performance

42. This Assessment Sheet sets out a number of activities and specified standards.
43. The candidate’s performance must be measured against the activities and specified standards.
44. To achieve, the candidate must meet all the required standards of the assessment.
45. The Assessment Sheet must be marked during the assessment by the Tester.
46. The Tester must record all outcomes and where appropriate provide suitable comments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Additional standards required including</th>
<th>Standards</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Prepare the machine for work</td>
<td>Full pre-start and running checks completed. Appropriate use of PPE. Correct method of entry/exit of machine</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Tester is responsible for ensuring that at the end of the assessment activities that feedback and paperwork are completed in accordance with Scheme documentation in a safe and suitable place.

47. On completion of the assessment activities the candidate must be verbally informed of the following:
   - completion of the assessment
   - any assessment standards not met
   - the result.

48. After notification of the result relocate to a safe and suitable place for provision of feedback and further information:
   - feedback on areas where they did/did not perform to the required standard. This should be clear and constructive to identify the candidate's level of skill, including any areas that require improvement
   - next steps for continuing or progressing within the scheme
   - the candidate must be provided with a copy of the completed On-site assessment paperwork. (With instruction to retain within the Logbook).

49. The Assessment Sheet must be fully completed including:
   - clear and constructive feedback
   - any concessions agreed by the NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel must be recorded
   - the Tester and candidate must sign the Sign-off Section.

50. The completed documentation must be passed to the respective Test Centre by the end of the next working day so that the assessment can be resulted in accordance with Scheme requirements.

Once the candidate has been informed of assessment result, the result cannot be changed without the approval of NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel.
SCRIPT – Assessment completion for a candidate who has achieved

Overall result
- I can confirm that you have now completed the assessment.
- You were able to demonstrate that you can operate to the required assessment standards, congratulations.

Feedback on candidate performance
- Use option as appropriate:
  1. Even though you have met the standards, there are certain areas where your performance could be improved, and I will take you through these now. You should ensure that you consider how to address these issues as
     ……………………………
     For example during completion of activity …………………………… the outcome was ……………………………
  2. While you successfully met all the elements and did not accumulate any faults, I will however still give you feedback on your performance.

Handover of final paperwork
- I have completed the Assessment Sheet, which confirms your result and the feedback that we have discussed today.
- I would like you to counter-sign the Assessment Sheet, as a record of your acceptance.

Next Steps
- A copy of the Assessment Sheet will be sent to you by the Test Centre in the next few days, on receipt please retain with your Logbook.
- Have you got any questions that you would like to ask me about what happens next or progression through the scheme?

Feedback on assessment experience
- Thank you for your time today, the assessment process is now completed.
SCRIPT – Assessment completion for a candidate who has not achieved

Overall result
- I can confirm that you have now completed the assessment.
- You did not meet the assessment standards on this occasion.

Feedback on candidate performance
- I would like to share with you the areas where you were unable to demonstrate the expected standards, and offer you some feedback and suggestions as to how you could improve your performance.
- For example during the activity ………………… you did not …………………

Handover of final paperwork
- I have completed the Assessment Sheet, which confirms your result and the feedback that we have discussed today.
- I would like you to counter-sign the Assessment Sheet, as a record of your acceptance.
- A copy of the Assessment Sheet will be sent to you by the Test Centre in the next few days.

Next Steps
- You will need to re-attempt this assessment at a later date if required.
- For your information, there is an appeals process if you disagree with the assessment outcome further information is in the Scheme Booklet for Operators.

Feedback on assessment experience
- Thank you for your time today, the assessment process is now completed.
Monitoring

This section describes how CPCS will monitor and maintain the quality, consistency and integrity of CPCS Technical Tests and On-site assessments through the Monitoring team.
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E1 Introduction

This section explains how NOCN Job Cards/CPCS will carry out compliance checks (monitoring) to maintain the quality, consistency and integrity of CPCS Technical Tests and On-site assessments.

A Test Centre must allow unrestricted access to NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel to all:

- premises/sites where tests and assessments are being delivered or where there are related documents
- activities associated with the delivery of tests and assessments.

A Test Centre must comply promptly with all reasonable requests from NOCN Job Cards /CPCS for information in relation to CPCS Technical Tests or On-site assessments delivered by the Test Centre.

E2 Quality Assurance

1. CPCS will undertake unannounced or announced monitoring visits of tests, assessments, Test Centres and Test Sites to ensure compliance with Scheme Rules, specifications and the requirements of the CPCS Approved Code of Delivery.

2. The Quality Assurance and Verification Team allocate NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel to carry out compliance checks to ensure delivery standards meet Scheme and CPCS Approved Code of Delivery requirements.

3. NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel can act as a Tester’s mentor and provide guidance of delivery standards.

4. NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel may choose to monitor tests and assessments at any stage through the process i.e. at the start, part way through or at the end.

5. To ensure that compliance checks are effective, NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel must be given unrestricted access to all activities associated with the delivery of CPCS Technical Tests and On-site Assessments.

6. Should the Test Centre or Tester not allow unrestricted access, will result in the test or assessment not being recognised by NOCN Job Cards /CPCS and the Test Centre or Tester issued with a sanction.

7. NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel must be allowed to take photographs, take copies of documents associated with tests and assessments, and ask to see/validate Test cards, to interview candidates and staff as necessary for quality assurance purposes.

8. NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel can request that theory or practical tests and assessments are recorded in full using video equipment, ensuring all elements are recorded in accordance with the requirements below:
   - When videoing a theory test the camera may be on a tripod and controlled by the Tester or a permanent fixture in the test room.
   - When videoing a practical test the camera must be controlled by a third party or a body-worn camera providing this application captures all elements of the test.
   - The video recording must capture all elements of the test and reflect the true account of the actual test or assessment.
   - Any video recording must be retained by the Test Centre for a minimum of six years.

9. Test Centres and Testers can contact NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel for advice on how to video recording is to be undertaken.

10. NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel may request copies of video recordings as part of their duties to quality assure the delivery of tests and assessments. Test Centres must comply promptly with any such requests; failure to do so will result in the test or assessment not being recognised by CPCS and the Test Centre or Tester issued with a sanction.

11. Photographs taken during the process of carrying out compliance checks may be used to underpin training programs associated with CPCS and in support of the monitoring report.
Checklist for NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel access

NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel must be allowed to do the following during a monitoring visit:

☐ to take photographs
☐ to take copies of documents associated with tests or assessments
☐ to ask to see Tester cards
☐ to interview staff
☐ to interview candidates.

Note: Information (including photographs) collected or obtained from compliance checks may also be used for future CPCS training purposes (e.g. to other centres or testers training) with the aim to raise awareness of good and poor practices. This information is not intended to directly mention or identify Test centres or testers and such identity will be protected unless we have express consent from the Centre or Tester (as appropriate) to disclose their identity. This information (including photographs) will be used to support and provide evidence for monitoring reports and may subsequently be used in further investigations, appeals and disputes.

Not allowing NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel the appropriate access will result in the test or assessment not being recognised by CPCS.

12. The NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel can request that the theory or practical tests or assessments are recorded in full using video equipment. Ensuring all elements are recorded in accordance with the requirements below:

Best practice when video recording a test or assessment

- When recording a theory test the camera may be on a tripod and controlled by the Tester.
- When recording the practical test the camera must be controlled by a third party and not the Tester.
- The recording must capture all elements of the test and reflect the true account of the actual test or assessment.
- Any recordings must be retained by the appropriate Test Centre.
- The Tester can contact the NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel for advice on how the recording is to be undertaken.

E3 Monitoring the test delivery

13. NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel will not affect the outcome of the test or assessment.

14. It is the responsibility of the Tester to determine whether the candidate has met the test or assessment standard. NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel cannot stop a test or assessment. However, should the NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel observe a breach of Health and Safety Legislation or an unsafe act, this will be highlighted to the Tester for the appropriate action to be taken, and then inform the Test Centre.

15. If the Tester does not fulfill all the requirements of the test or assessment standards/specifications or Scheme Rules and the candidate is graded as achieved, the test or assessment will not be recognised by CPCS.

16. NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel will use a checklist when observing the delivery of a test or assessment which reflects the requirements of the Test specifications or Assessment standards. The checklist will cover the following elements:

- General checks against Test Centre scheme rules
- CPCS Tester requirements
• Technical Test or On-site Assessment delivery
• Technical Test or On-site Assessment administration
• Quality Assurance requirements
• Compliance with test specifications and assessment standards.

17. The NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel will confirm whether the Tester has acted in accordance with the scope of their role and fulfilled their responsibilities specified in this document.

E4 Monitoring feedback and report

18. NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel will confirm (on completion of the test/assessment) whether the Tester has acted in accordance the requirements set out in the CPCS Approved Code of Delivery which includes topics such professional conduct, delivery standards and completion of paperwork.

19. NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel will provide verbal feedback to the Tester regarding their performance, recording observations/recommendations on the monitoring report. Additional comments (if required) will be emailed to the appropriate Test Centre in support of the monitoring report.

20. NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel will contact the Test Centre following a compliance check (usually the same day) either by phone or direct ‘if the Centre is adjacent to the test site’ and discuss the outcome of the report.

21. The monitoring report is normally sent to the respective Test Centre within five working days.

22. NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel may issue an action plan, action plan with written warning in the form of a sanction against the Test Centre or Tester for the purpose of correcting non-compliance with the requirements set out in the CPCS Approved Code of Delivery or a breach of Scheme Rules and standards.

23. The Tester must discuss this with their respective Test Centre any necessary steps to comply with any actions plans or sanctions that have been issued, maintaining regular contact with NOCN Job Cards Quality Assurance personnel to ensure effective correction of the non-compliance.

E5 Appeals against sanctions

24. In the event that a sanction for non-compliance with the requirements set out in the CPCS Approved Code of Delivery or a breach of Scheme Rules and standards, a Test Centre or Tester may appeal in writing within 10 working days of the sanction being issued clearly setting out the grounds of appeal to:

CPCS Quality Assurance
NOCN Job Cards
PO Box 1242
King’s Lynn
Norfolk
PE30 9FQ
Use of Interpreters

This section describes the adjustments that should be made to the delivery of CPCS Technical Tests where an interpreter is being used.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>Impact on a theory test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>Impact on a practical test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
F1 Introduction

Interpreters can be used by a candidate whose first language is not English and who would have difficulty in interpreting given questions and conveying their knowledge and understanding to a Tester, and have difficulty in interpreting given instructions on a practical test. The process of using an interpreter is a stressful situation for all parties and requires a high level of preparation and planning, and understanding of the situation on the day of the test.

1. CPCS has appointed an independent agency that can provide interpretation services to support the scheme. Paragraph 2.5 of the Scheme Booklet for Test Centre provides further information.

2. Testers must closely observe the interaction between the candidate and independent interpreter to ensure that the interpreter is carrying out an impartial role.

F2 Impact on a theory test

Impact on resources required to deliver the test

3. It is accepted that when an interpreter is being used an extension should be applied. Up to double the time should be allowed.

Impact on planning and preparation

4. The interpreter should be provided a copy of the candidate version of the questions well in advance of the test day to acquaint themselves with the nature of the translation required. They should not use their own version but the one supplied by the Test Centre or Tester on the day.

5. The majority of interpreters will not have the required technical knowledge, therefore a meeting should take place to run through the process and discuss the technical aspects of the relevant category. The Tester must further clarify the test procedure to fully acquaint them with the requirements of the test.

6. Interpreters need to be informed that any queries from the candidate must be passed to the Tester, and not answered on their behalf by the interpreter.

7. Where an interpreter is being used for several candidates within the same day, booking of theory and practical tests must take into account comfort and refreshment breaks for interpreters who may be contractually entitled to specific periods for breaks. This may limit the number of tests that can be undertaken compared to those who have a sufficient level of English appropriate to test requirements.

Impact on candidate and interpreter arrival

8. The candidate’s level of understanding and speaking English should be established prior to notification of the test to determine the extent of needing translation services.

Impact on test induction

9. The interpreter must identify themselves on the recording at the start of the test when introductions are taking place.

Impact on test delivery

10. Questions must be posed in a slow but clear delivery, but not broken into a too simplified or ‘pidgin-type’ English.

11. Further probing on selected questions can be undertaken to ensure that the answer given has been derived from the candidate.
12. Engagement must be established directly with the candidate, and so questions should be directed to the candidate and not the interpreter.

13. The Tester should alternate focus between the candidate and interpreter in case the candidate wishes to add extra detail or confirm parts of the answer given.

14. Humour or banter during test delivery, although well-meaning in order to lighten the session, may be perceived as distracting or even offensive, as humour can vary amongst different cultures.

15. When the candidate needs to extract information from the operator’s manual, the aim of the questions is to determine the candidate’s ability to seek and extract relevant information. Since the majority of manuals contain graphics and images, the question may be tailored to the seeking of graphical information. The interpreter can only translate items such as content pages etc.

**Impact on test completion**

16. There is no difference to the standard theory test, apart from the consideration that should be given to clarity of communication and candidate engagement.

**F3 Impact on a practical test**

**Impact on resources required to deliver the test**

17. As the use of an interpreter may prolong a test, the Tester can allow additional time to compensate for delays due to translation requirements.

**Impact on planning and preparation**

18. PPE requirements should be conveyed to the interpreter prior to the test day, and it must be established whether the centre or interpreter will be supplying the required PPE.

**Impact on candidate and interpreter arrival**

19. The candidate’s level of understanding and speaking English should be established prior to notification of the test to determine the extent of needing translation services.

20. The interpreter must be made aware that they must stay in a designated position and only approach a machine when directed to by the Tester. Failure to comply with the instructions of the Tester during the test means that the interpreter will be permanently removed from the test area.

**Impact on test induction**

21. The interpreter must identify themselves to the candidate when introductions are taking place.

22. The interpreter should receive the same level of induction as the candidate, and probably being unfamiliar with a plant operating environment means that emphasis is placed on both safe positioning during the test, instructions on when safe to approach a machine, and any relevant emergency procedures. This is particularly crucial for off-centre categories being conducted on an active site.

**Impact on test delivery**

23. Instructions must be clearly provided to the candidate. The approach set out in the theory test section above are just as relevant to practical test delivery.

24. It must be established that the candidate knows the hand signals relating to stopping the machine and the emergency hand signal.

25. The Tester, through the interpreter, must ensure that the candidate is clear of the requirement of each activity, prior to starting each activity.

26. The Tester needs to ensure that the interpreter is in the safe designated zone before allowing the candidate to start each activity, and ensure they remain in the safe zone unless instructed by them to approach the machine.

27. Testers need to be aware that the interpreter (in most cases) will be unfamiliar with site activities and oblivious of the many hazards and subsequent risks and ensure that an issue such as the wearing of PPE is maintained during the test.
28. Where radio communication is being used, particularly for lifting operations, a safe system of work must be established, to ensure correct instructions are being given.

**Impact on test completion**

29. There is no difference to the standard practical test, apart from the consideration that should be given to clarity of communication and candidate engagement.